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Aday after alleged Khalistani
supporters grabbed the

Indian Tricolour atop the
Indian High Commission, the
United Kingdom Government
on Monday termed the acts of
vandalism as “disgraceful” and
“completely unacceptable.”
Britain said it will take the secu-
rity of the Indian High
Commission in London “seri-
ously.” One person was arrest-
ed later in connection with the
incident.

Meanwhile, officials from
the Indian mission in London
said the “attempted but failed”
attack was foiled and the
Tricolour was now flying
“grander,” with a larger tri-
colour now adorning the India
House façade.

As regards the incident of
vandalism, Scotland Yard said
it was called to reports of dis-
order on Sunday afternoon
and that a man has been arrest-
ed as its enquiries continue.

“There was no report of
any injury, however windows
were broken at the High
Commission building,” the
Metropolitan Police statement
said.

British Labour MP
Tanmanjeet Singh Dhesi’s
tweet, expressing concern over
the ongoing action to arrest
Amritpal Singh and arrest of
some alleged Khalistani ele-
ments, has received condem-
nation. Dhesi, an MP from
Slough, tweeted, “Very 
worrying reports coming from
#India, of the imposition of an
internet blackout in the
#Punjab state, with mass arrests
and restrictions on gatherings.
Praying that the tense situation
is soon resolved and that
human rights of all are 

respected.”
Taking exception to his

message, Congress spokesper-
son and senior advocate
Abhishek Manu Singhvi criti-
cised Dhesi for “nurturing
Khalistani sentiments” in the
United Kingdom and said his
tweet will not fetch him new
votes from Slough “which has
a massive chunk of Pakistan
supporting population.”

Sharing the photograph in
a Twitter post, the BJP’s nation-
al spokesperson Jaiveer Shergill
said, “Jhanda Ooncha Rahe
Hamara-UK Govt must act...
Punjab and Punjabis have a
glorious track record of serv-
ing/protecting the Nation.
Handful of jumping jacks sit-
ting in the UK do not represent
Punjab.”

Congress leader Shashi
Tharoor termed the incident
on Sunday at the Indian High
Commission “utterly shock-
ing” and a “major insult”.

The British condemnation
came after India on Sunday
evening summoned the senior-
most UK diplomat in New
Delhi to convey its 
“strong protest” at the actions
taken by separatist and 
extremist elements against the
Indian High Commission in
London.

British Deputy High
Commissioner Christina Scott
was summoned to the MEA in
view of the incident as High 

Continued on Page 9
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India and Japan on Monday
resolved to further deepen

their strategic ties during talks
here between Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and his coun-
terpart Fumio Kishida. The two
leaders also said their ties are
important for a peaceful, stable
and prosperous Indo-Pacific
besides benefitting the two
countries in diverse areas. 

The two leaders also dis-
cussed the entire gamut of the
ties covering trade and eco-
nomics besides defence in the
summit shortly after the
Japanese Prime Minister
arrived in the national Capital
on Monday morning on a
nearly 27-hour visit. 

Kishida pledged $75 billion
plan to promote an open and
free Indo-Pacific. The plan he
announced is seen as Tokyo’s
bid to forge stronger ties with
countries in South and
Southeast Asia to counter
China’s growing assertiveness
there. “We plan to expand the
cooperation of the free and
open Indo-Pacific framework,”
Kishida told the Indian Council
of World Affairs.

The visit came amid the
ongoing Ukraine conflict and
its adverse impact on the 
global supply chains of energy
and food. The visit also came
in the backdrop of China’s
growing assertiveness in the
strategically-crucial Indo-

Pacific region.
In his media statement,

Modi referred to India’s presi-
dency of the G20 and Japan
chairing the G7 grouping, and
said it is the best opportunity
to work together on priorities
of both sides for global good.
Modi said he briefed Prime
Minister Kishida extensively
about priorities of the Indian
presidency of G20.

The Prime Minister said

the India-Japan special strate-
gic and global partnership is
based on the democratic prin-
ciples and respect for interna-
tional rule of law and that it is
important for the Indo-Pacific
as well.

Modi said both sides also
discussed the importance of
reliable supply chains for semi-
conductors and other critical
technologies.

Continued on Page 9
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The Punjab Police on
Monday flagged a possible

“ISI angle” as it invoked the
stringent National Security Act
against five men linked to rad-
ical preacher Amritpal Singh,
whose uncle and driver sur-
rendered amid a Statewide
crackdown against his “Waris

Punjab De” group. 
The pro-Khalistan sup-

porter and radical preacher
has allegedly been maintaining
close links with drug peddlers
and Pakistan’s ISI to further his
goal for a separate country for
the Sikhs, officials said. While
drug lords were allegedly help-
ing the pro-Khalistan preach-
er financially, including gifting
him a high-end Mercedes SUV,
the ISI was helping him with
arms, ammunition and other 

Continued on Page 9
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The Supreme Court on
Monday refused to accept

the sealed-cover note submit-
ted by the Defence Ministry
and fixed February 28, 2024,
for disbursement of “One
Rank, One Pension” (OROP)
arrears. The Bench, headed by
Chief Justice DY Chandrachud
ordered that the Centre is
duty-bound to comply with its
2022 judgment on the payment
of pension arrears worth
�28,000 crore for 2019-2022. 

“Sealed covers in court are
against transparency, we want
to end it...Please share the

sealed cover with the opposite
side or take him to the cham-
ber. We want to put an end to
the sealed cover business being
followed by the SC since High

Courts also
follow it,”
said the CJI
w h e n
At t o r n e y -
General R

Venkataramani submitted the
details in a sealed cover. 

“This is about implement-
ing the orders. What can be the
secrecy here? You must give a
copy to the other side. Sealed
covers are completely against

settled judicial principles,” said
CJI when the A-G insisted on
submitting it in a sealed cover.

“Sorry sorry we will not
take this sealed cover. Please
take it back or read it,” said the
CJI. The Bench noted that out
of 25 lakh pensioners, four lakh
did not qualify for the OROP
scheme as they were getting
enhanced pensions and the
Centre proposed to pay the
arrears by April 30, 2023.

Reducing the time limit to
February 28 next year, the
Bench gave the time schedule
for payment of arrears to dif-
ferent groups of pensioners 

Continued on Page 9
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In an apparent fall out of the
ongoing operation to nab

Amritpal Singh in India, its
envoy to Canada had to cancel
an event in British Columbia
due to security concerns as
alleged Khalistani supporters
blocked the entrance to the
venue there. 

Some of the protesters were
also reportedly wielding

swords. In another incident, a
21-year-old Sikh student was
assaulted in British Columbia.

The incident related to the
Indian envoy took place late on
Sunday in front of the Taj
Convention. High
Commissioner to Canada
Sanjay Kumar Verma was
scheduled to attend a reception
organised by the Friends of
India and Canada Foundation
in Surrey, British Columbia.

Continued on Page 9
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India, the world’s fifth largest
economy, can achieve ener-

gy independence through clean
technology by 2047, a report by
a top US research institute
said, highlighting Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
Atmanirbhar Bharat push that
spans from a massive renew-
able capacity addition to elec-
tric mobility, saving billions of
dollars in imports.

Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory, a US’ fed-
erally funded research and
development centre, along with

The India Energy and Climate
Center (IECC) located at UC
Berkeley’s Goldman School of
Public Policy published a
report, “Pathways to
Atmanirbhar Bharat”, that
highlights the steps taken by
India towards the adoption of
clean energy.

India is 80-85 per cent
dependent on imports to meet
its oil and coal needs. The price
and supply volatility in global
energy markets, as witnessed in
recent years, strain India’s for-
eign exchange reserves, result-
ing in economy-wide infla-
tion. However, recent dramat-
ic declines in clean energy
costs provide India an oppor-
tunity to lower energy imports
through investment in renew-
able energy, battery storage,
EVs, and green hydrogen, the
report said.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has already set a target to

install 500 GW (gigawatt) of
renewable energy capacity by
2030. The government intends
to grow EV sales in India to
capture the markets of 30 per
cent of private cars, 70 per cent
of commercial vehicles and 80
per cent of two- and three-
wheelers by 2030. Also, it is tar-
geting production of 5 million
tonnes of green hydrogen by
splitting water using electrici-
ty from renewable sources.

Abundant solar energy and
local technology will aid this
and also reduce carbon emis-
sions. 

Continued on Page 9
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An incident of vandalism by
alleged Khalistani sup-

porters targeting the Indian
consulate in San Francisco has
taken place. The perpetrators
installed so-called Khalistan
flag on the consulate premises.  

This was the second such
incident involving the Indian

embassies with the first one in
London on Sunday evening
when the Indian tri-colour
was grabbed by the protestors. 

India on Monday sum-
monsed the US envoy to regis-
ter protest against attacks on its
consulate in San Francisco.

As regards the attack in the
US, raising pro-Khalistan slo-
gans, the protesters on Sunday
broke open the makeshift secu-

rity barriers raised by the city
police and installed two so-
called Khalistani flags inside
the consulate premises. Two
consulate personnel soon
removed these flags. 

Soon thereafter, a group of
angry protesters entered the
consulate premises and started
hitting the door and windows
with the rods. 

Continued on Page 9
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I, Neha Bansal, have changed
my daughter's name from
Vaishnavi to Vaishnavi Agrawal
Henceforth she should be known
by this name only. 

NOTICE

In my Passport No. 1073282, my
name written as Musharraf
Husain, whereas my correct
name is Mirza Musharraf
Husain.Please accordingly.
Mirza Musharraf Husain S/o
AnwarHusain 390/707
Rustamnagar Saadatganj,
Lucknow.

NOTICE

That my name in my son's
metric certificates is written
Jeevan lal. where as correct
spelling off my name is Jiwan
lal. From now on I should be
known by Jiwanlal.I/Jiwanlal
Son off ramdin, residing at
Village Dhure Mau Post Sareni,
Tahsil Lalganj Jila Raebareli.

NOTICE

Prabhujot Singh Kalra resident
at K-225 Aashiana Colony,
Lucknow declare that the date
of birth of My Son Bikrambir
Singh Kalra is 31.12.2005
instead of 31.12.2006, which has
been sworn in front of the
Notary through a Affidavit.

NOTICE

I Sharique Raza s/o Rizwan Ahmad, vil-
lage Badagaon,Tahsil ghosi,district
Mau,UP, In the certificate of the Central
Board of Secondary education, My high
school Roll Number 5218087 Year 2012,
My and My Father,s name is written as
Sarique Raza s/o Rizwan Ahemed which
is wrong, While my Correct name is
"Sharique Raza S/O Rizwan Ahmad,
Therefore,I request you to please inter
the Carrect name,"Sharique Raza S/O
Rizwan Ahmad in my mark sheet and
Certificate.

NOTICE

AUCTION NOTICE
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I, PRABHA BETI (Existing Name
of spouse as per change of next - of
- kin POR/Service Document/Pension
Certif icate), spouse of RAM
CHANDRA SAH (Name of Husband),
resident of 105A, SADANAND NAGAR
KANPUR Pin-208007 (Address) have
changed my name from PRABHABETI
(Existing Name, of spouse as per
change of next-of-kin POR /Service
Documents/PPO) to PRABHAVATI
SAH (Proposed Adopted/Corrected
New Name) and add my correct date
of birth as 01-01-1957 (AADHAAR
Card Pan Card) as per Affidavit Dated
18.03.2023.

 NOTICE
I, Rashi Pareek W/o

Deepak Pareek Dhannipur,
Lohta, Varanasi. My
original Chain Deed dated
16.03.2007, Bahi No I, Zild
No. 1705, Pages 55/82,
Document No 1357, while
going to Lohta Bazar got
misplaced/use of same will
be illegal. Rashi Pareek.
9335891500

I have changed my daughter
name Palak Singhal to Fagunee
Singhal her DOB 25/02/2012
residing at J-193 Avas Vikas
Keshavpuram Kanpur will
Known in future.

NOTICE

I, no.15153880K, rank Hawaldar,
Arvind Kumar Singh S/o Raj
Narayan Singh, 73 Fild Regt,
Parmanent Address - Village-
Medhava, Post- Sakrari, District-
Chandauli, in my serving document
my wife name  Anita Yadav and date
of birth is  23.01.1976 has been
entered which is incorrect the
correct name of  my wife is  Anita
Devi  and date of birth is
05.01.1981. as per Affidavit.
65AE433640 date 02.11.2022

NOTICE

I Have Changed my name from
MD. Afroz Khan to Afroz Khan
in All Future Purpose Afroz
Khan S/o Abdul Mazeed R/O
45/44 Pokharpur Jajmau
Shiwans Tenray Kanpur Nagar-
208010

NOTICE

Ashok Kumar S/o Late Kripa
Shankar Add-2/169 Gandhi
Nagar, Aheeran Khera Unnao.
My daughter name is Arti Devi
but in army record her name
mention Arti. So I want change
my daughter name from Arti to
Arti devi. 

NOTICE

WANTED
Sri Bachchu Ram Ram
Swarup Singh M/V Adhauli
Dhata Fatehpur (U.P.).
Lecturer/Teacher for Sanskrit,
Hindi Litt, Aneient Indian History,
Geography in P.G. Classes.
Qualification & Payment as per
U.G.C. Rules. Last Date -
05/04/2023

Manager
Mo. 9935406738, 9956054503, 735517079

WANTED

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE
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Lucknow (PNS): The Rashtriya
Lok Dal, on Monday, lambast-
ed the Bharatiya Janata Party
governments at the Centre and
in the state for ignoring the woes
of the farmers. In a statement,
RLD national spokesman Anil
Dubey said the untimely hail
storm, rain and storm had
damaged the crops which were
to be harvested.

"For the last few days, the
social media is flooded with
scenes of crop damages but the
state government and the Union
government are not bothered
with these images and not even
moved at the ruining of farm-
ers' future due to crop loss," he
said. Dubey took a dig at the
government saying the double-
engine BJP government had left
the farmers in the lurch. Dubey
demanded relief packages for
farmers who lost their crops in
the inclement weather condi-
tion. “The quality of wheat
crop will be affected due to
weather conditions and it also
has harmed other crops,” he
said.
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The history-sheeter who had
been trying to extort Hapur

Superintendent of Police
Abhishek Verma by placing
multiple calls was arrested on
Monday, police said.

A case was registered
against the history-sheeter for
allegedly trying to extort the SP
and threatening to kill him, a
police official said. The accused
has been arrested from his
native Bareilly district,
Additional Superintendent of
Police Mukesh Mishra said. On
Sunday, police said Saxena had
on February 28 made a num-
ber of calls on the official
phone numbers of the SP, and
hurled casteist abuses at the
police official as he tried to
extort him and also threatened
to kill him.

He also threatened to
defame the SP’s family on
Facebook if he failed to pay

extortion. Based on the threats,
a case was registered against
Saxena and he was arrested
from near Bareilly-Nainital
highway in Bareilly by the
Hapur police. The police said
cases relating to extortion, issu-
ing threats, rape and under the
IT Act are registered against the
history-sheeter in Rampur,
Bareilly and Moradabad. Police
said Saxena seems to be
indulging in the criminal act as
Verma had initiated action
against him when he was the
SP of Bareilly.

Meanwhile in Bahraich,
the police arrested two men
from Telangana for allegedly
kidnapping two minor girls
from a village here, police said
on Monday. On March 11, the
accused, identified as Imtiyaz
and Chhotkau alias Wasim,
abducted two girls (aged 14 and
16) from a village in UP’s
Bahraich district, SP Prashant
Verma said.

The duo took the minor
girls to Karimnagar in
Telangana from where they
were arrested on Sunday and
the teens were recovered, the
officer said. Verma said that
three women who had helped
the abductors were earlier
arrested and sent to jail.

The two girls belong to the
same family, police said. The
Uttar Pradesh police team
along with the police in
Karimnagar recovered the girls
from Kurthee village in
Kothapalli police station area,
they said. Police had also
announced a cash reward of Rs
15,000 on each of the accused
persons after the girls’ family
filed a complaint on March 12.

The SP said teens have
been sent for counselling, after
which they will either hand
them over to their families or
send them to a safe place fol-
lowing the directives of the
Juvenile Justice Board.
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Lucknow (PNS): With Chaitra Navratri com-
mencing on March 22,  the district adminis-
tration is making arrangements for ‘devi
jagran’ and ‘gayan’ in temples and Ramayana
‘akhand path’ on the occasion of Ram Navmi
following the directions of the state govern-
ment. A senior official from the Culture
department said the administration has
formed a committee headed by the regional
tourism officer to look into the arrangements.

“The district administration will have a say
in deciding where ‘devi jagrans’ are held. It will
support the temple administration in organ-
ising these events. The main purpose is to facil-
itate the temples like in Kumbh Mela, so that
there should be no complaints of mismanage-
ment in any temple,” she said.

She further said that ‘devi jagrans’ would
be held in seven temples — Badi Kaliji Ka
Mandir in Chowk, Sadohan Mata Mandir at
Chaupatiyan crossing, Sankata Mata Mandir
in Bangla Bazaar, Anandi Mata Mandir on
Khun Khunji road, Kalibadi temple in
Hazratganj, Chandrika Mata temple in BKT
and Chhoti Kaliji temple in Chowk.
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Minister of State for
Transport (Independent

Charge) Dayashankar Singh
the government has approved
three important projects worth
Rs 304 lakh for tourism devel-
opment in Ballia. The minister
said approval has been given for
the construction of a martyrs’
memorial in the name of Veer
Kunwar Singh in the Bansdih
development block and for
tourism development and beau-
tification of Parashar Muni
Ashram and Maharaj Baba’s
place at Milkipur in Bairia.

Besides giving administra-
tive and financial approval for
these projects, The UP State
Tourism Development
Corporation Ltd has also been
designated as the executive
body. Singh said that the pro-
vision of Rs 86.57 lakh had been

made for the martyrs’ memor-
ial to be built for Veer Kunwar
Singh in all the three works, and
Rs 40 lakh had been released.

Apart from this, there is a
budget of Rs 117.57 lakh for
beautification and development
of Parashar Muni Ashram, and
Rs 50 lakh have been released.
Similarly, there is a budget of Rs
99.57 lakh for the develop-
ment of Maharaj Baba’s place,
and Rs 50 lakh have been
released.

Singh said financial provi-
sion had been made for all the
three projects in the funds pro-
vided under the development of
Chief Minister’s tourist places. 

“It was my priority to build
a grand memorial for Veer
Kunwar Singh.  Rejuvenation of
Parashar Muni’s Ashram and
Maharaj Baba’s place will give
a big boost to tourism,” he
added.
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The unusual rains at this crit-
ical stage of late flowering

and fruit set in Uttar Pradesh
may have played a spoilsport
for the mango crop, throwing
the hopes of a bumper harvest
due to conducive weather con-
ditions haywire.

According to experts,
thunderstorm, small fruits
might have escaped the dam-
aged caused by rains and hail-
storm which lashed the state on
Sunday and Monday, but the
panicle were damaged at some
places. Central Institute for
Subtropical Horticulture direc-
tor Dr T Damodaran said that
increased soil moisture and
humidity due to rains might
increase the chances of
anthracnose infection to flow-
ers and fruitlets.

“At some places, mango
flowers have crossed the stage
of getting the powdery mildew,
but chances are there in some
areas. Due to rains, soil-pupat-

ing insects like thrips and
midge immature stages have
been killed and to some extent,
their adults have been washed
away from the trees. However,
their damage in subsequent
days on fruitlets cannot be
ruled out,” he pointed out.

CISH ex-director
Shailendra Rajan said new
shoots were expected in some
trees due to rains but the pop-
ulation of hoppers could
increase. “The next 30-day
weather forecast from the
Indian Meteorological
Department is not encouraging
either, with the likelihood of
alternate sunny and cloudy
days, and thunderstorms. This
may not be suitable for the
development of fruits and may
enhance the latent infection of
anthracnose in developing
fruits,” he added.

CISH generally does not
recommend the use of fungi-
cides during fruit development
stages but under the present
and predicted weather situa-

tion, it may be necessary to take
preventive measures to safe-
guard the crop.

Meanwhile, winters
appeared to have made a U-

turn as rains brought down the
maximum temperature (23.1
degree Celsius) by 10.2 degrees
while the minimum tempera-
ture was recorded at 17.2

degree Celsius. 
People woke up to overcast

skies and thundering clouds as
they were forced to take out
wollens which they had packed

because of the hot weather
conditions earlier. The Met
department has forecast gener-
ally cloudy sky with light rains,
thundershowers and lightening
in some areas. The maximum
and minimum temperatures
are expected to be 24 degree
Celsius and 17 degree Celsius,
respectively.

Rains and thundershowers
are likely at many places over
the state. There is a warning of
thunderstorm accompanied by
lightening at isolated places
over the state. Hailstorm is like-
ly at isolated places over west
UP. Gusty winds at 25-35 kmph
are likely at a few places over
the state.

Rains on Monday occurred
due to western disturbance as
a cyclonic circulation over Iran
neighbourhood now lies over
east Iran and adjoining
Afghanistan, the cyclonic cir-
culation over south Rajasthan
and adjoining north Gujarat
now lies over eastern Uttar
Pradesh.
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There are several ambitious and
gutsy people in the city who

have given up cushy jobs to follow
their passion. Amit Tewari  (35) is
one of them. Not only did he quit
a corporate job and become an
author but also has started his own
‘Bodhras Publications’ to promote
budding authors from the state cap-
ital.

Tewari, who has set up a stall
at the Lucknow Book Fair, under-
way at Ravindralaya Lawns in
Charbagh, said he set up his pub-
lication after facing problems as an
author himself. 

“I discovered that new authors
had a difficult time establishing
themselves amidst stalwarts. These
young authors would get their
books published and publishers
would also place them on the

marketing portals, but no effort was
made towards the marketing of the
books, which is very important,” he
pointed out.

He said he had always had a
philosophical inclination and was
itching to write books. After finish-
ing his degree in BBA, he worked
in the corporate sector for some
years before taking the plunge.

“I wrote a book titled ‘Maya
Mari Na Mann Mara Hai’ and faced
the problems which new authors
face. There are very many publica-
tions who publish the book and
place it on Amazon and Flipkart
but make no efforts towards mar-
keting. ‘Bodhras Publications’,
which has turned a year old,
belongs to Lucknow. We worked
very hard towards marketing,
which is key to sake of books,” he
said.

Tewari said he placed stalls in

parks and temples apart from sev-
eral book fairs held in the city, and
the results started to show.

“Our aim is to establish authors
and we hold several programmes
on several platforms. We have
helped 4-5 authors in this regard
and they have become prominent.
We choose innovative funding
methods and the authors them-
selves contribute towards the same.
We have held stalls at metro sta-
tions, Bada Hanuman temple,
Chhota Hanuman temple,
Naimisharanya, Janpath market,
etc,” he said.

Tewati said he was doing no
other job now and was following
his heart. “Though I faced a lot of
problems in the first five months,
I had decided that writing was
going to be my full-fledged job and
I would give everything to it. I may
not be earning that much today, but

results will show in near future,” he
added.

Talking about his own book
‘Maya Mari Na Mann Mara Hai’, he
said it was the sum total of his con-
templation. 

“The book is open-ended and
makes you think since it involves
the observation of society, relation-
ships and life. It talks about inci-
dents in life. Some people just for-
get and move forward while others
think and write about the same.
Then there are others who go
deep into why this thought
occurred to them. There are inci-
dents which are very relatable. For
example when you overhear a con-
versation between a vendor and a
customer haggling for a rupee, you
realise that there are several factors,
including the customers ego,
exploitation of the vendors,” he
added.

Lucknow (PNS): A 60-year old
truck driver was found mur-
dered in PGI police station area
late Sunday night. The blood-
stained body was recovered
from the truck’s cabin parked in
the area. He was identified as
Harpinder, who was a native
Faridkot in Punjab. A forensic
team and senior police officers
inspected the scene but failed to
get any clue about the motive for
murder. The deceased worked
with a company and had ferried
goods to its warehouse in PGI
police station area.

As per reports, Harpinder
accompanied another truck dri-
ver, Onkar Singh of Rampur
district, when they left
Ghaziabad after loading the
goods. Around 5:30 on March
15, both Onkar and Harpinder
reached the company’s ware-
house on Bijnor road under PGI
police station. They had to park

the truck on the roadside as the
warehouse had no space for
trucks. On March 16, another
truck carrying the company’s
goods reached the warehouse
and its driver Arvind also
parked the vehicle on the road-
side. On March 19, Harpinder
called two youths to work as
conductors. Onkar said he was
awake around 10 pm on Sunday
and Harpinder was with the
youths. “Arvind and I went to
sleep in our respective trucks
while Harpinder was with those
youths,” Onkar stated in a com-
plaint. He said he got a call from
the truck owner and was told
that Harpinder had parked the
truck near a drain close to Mati
Park. “I was asked to go and
check the truck. I peeped inside
the driver’s cabin and found
Harpinder lying in a pool of
blood. He appeared to have
been murdered,” he alleged.
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Mystery shrouded the death
of a 31-year-old man,

whose body was recovered near
railway tracks in PGI police sta-
tion area on Monday.

Reports said commuters
spotted the body alongside rail-
way tracks at Dalauna bridge
around noon and they flocked
to the scene. A police team
reached there and collected
the evidence. Later, elder broth-
er, Santosh of Kasmandi in
PGI police station area, identi-
fied the deceased as Sonu.
Santosh told the police that
Sonu worked as a labourer and
was returning from Rae Bareli
where he had gone for some
work. In another incident, a 60-
year-old man, identified as
Shahabuddin of Nigoha, was
killed in a road mishap in
Mohanlalganj on Sunday night.
His brother identified the body.
He said Shahabudin’s bicycle
was hit by some speeding 
vehicle.

Meanwhile, a woman was
duped on the pretext of supply
of granite marbles by uniden-

tified accused who placed the
order with the victim’s firm,
saying Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath would lay the foun-
dation stone of the project in
Mahanagar.

The victim, Farheen
Husain of Kalpana Apartment
in Mahanagar, owns a firm
supplying marbles and organ-
ising government events.
Around 1 pm on March 18, she
got a call from an unknown
number and the caller inquired
about granite marbles required
for a function in which the CM
would lay the foundation stone.
He told her that her firm had
been selected for the work. 

The caller, who did not tell
his name, promised instant
payment for the supply of mar-
bles. He asked the woman to
supply the goods to Mahanagar
police station and her employ-
ees did the same. “On reaching
the police station, we called
him, and he told me to deposit
Rs 86,000 as security money in
the bank account of one Sachin.
My employees later ferried the
goods to the police station and
I asked the man for payment.

He asked me to shell out Rs 1
lakh more or he would neither
purchase the marbles nor
return the money. This way, the
fraudster duped me of Rs
86,000,” she said.

Meanwhile, the court of
Lucknow police commissioner
ordered attachment of proper-
ty worth above Rs 3.11 crore of
a seasoned criminal, Dheeraj
Kumar Dev of Greenwood
Apartment in Gomti Nagar
Extension, on Monday. 

A spokesman said Dev
amassed huge wealth by fleec-
ing businessmen in the name of
facilitating tenders in different
government departments and
he was so dreadful that ordi-
nary people did not dare go
against him. Dev forayed into
the crime world in 2018 and
was named in two cases at
Hazratganj police station.

Similarly, the CP’s court
ordered attachment of proper-
ty worth above Rs 22 lakh of
infamous fraudster Ashish Rai
of Azamgarh. He was named in
cases for demanding commis-
sions from contractors to whom
he promised tenders.
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The 80th All-India Railway Hockey Men's

Championship 2023 kicked off at Modern Rail
Coach Factory on Monday in the presence of
General Manager PK Mishra, who was the chief
guest, Indian hockey player Padma Shri Rani
Rampal who was the special guest and special
sports officer Padam Shri Sudha Singh. Ten teams
from different railway zones are participating in
the championship.  PK Mishra welcomed all the
players and gave permission to start the cham-
pionship while wishing all the players for better
performance. The first match was played between
the teams of East Coast Railway and Central
Railway in which East Coast Railway won 3-2. 
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City Montessori School’s Mahanagar campus

organised Divine Education Conference at CMS
Gomti Nagar Campus II auditorium. It was joint-
ly inaugurated by CMS founder-manager Dr
Jagdish Gandhi and CMS founder-director Dr
Bharti Gandhi by lighting the lamp. Dr Jagdish
Gandhi said a positive change in society could
be brought through education. 
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CMS Chowk campus organised a meritori-

ous students felicitation function at CMS Kanpur
Road auditorium on Monday. It was inaugurat-
ed by CMS founder Dr Jagdish Gandhi. He said
students of today were the leaders of tomorrow
and the future of the world. He stressed on
imparting material, human and divine education
to students for their bright future. On this occa-
sion, the students from classes III to XI who had
won prizes in various competitive examinations,
cultural programmes, sports competitions and
performed excellently in the annual examinations
were awarded prizes.  
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Lucknow (PNS): Two chil-
dren of a family were killed
after being crushed by a
dumper truck while they were
sleeping inside a roadside hut
in Unnao. The incident took
place near the polytechnic on
Sunday night, police said on
Monday.

Sartaj (11) and one-and-a-
half-year-old Ayaan died dur-
ing treatment while Baby (55)
and Islam (30) were undergo-
ing treatment at a district hos-
pital. Circle Officer (City)
Ashutosh Kumar said that the
family was sleeping in their hut
on the side of the main road
when a dumper coming from
the wrong side crashed into it.
The bodies were sent for post-
mortem and further legal
action was being taken, the CO
said.

In a separate incident
reported from Etah, three peo-
ple were killed and two injured
when a truck fell off a flyover
early Monday. The truck was
going towards Mainpuri when
the driver lost control over the
wheel, Station House Officer of
Pilua police station, Dinesh
Kumar, said.

The accident took place as
the driver possibly dozed off at
the wheel, he said. While a 25-
year-old died on the spot, two
others succumbed to injuries
later. The injured persons were
referred to the Saifai Medical
College hospital in Etawah dis-
trict. The deceased as well as
the injured persons belong to
Mainpuri district.

In Sultanpur, a 30-year-old
man was killed and his younger
brother was seriously injured
when their motorcycle
rammed into a stationary
truck. The accident took place
near Dhanpatganj market on
Saturday night. Dhanpatganj
SHO Shriram Pandey said the
motorcycle crashed into the
truck when Asgar (30) and his
brother Muharram (16) were
going towards Kurebhar. Asgar
died on the spot while his
brother was seriously injured,
the SO said, adding that the
body was sent for autopsy and
the injured was hospitalised.
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With the aim to make Uttar
Pradesh a textile hub, a

mega textile park, to be known
as Sant Kabir PM Mitra Textile
and Apparel Park Limited, will
be developed between
Lucknow and Hardoi.

“The huge complex of tex-
tile park, to be built in Attari
village of Mall block of
Malihabad tehsil in Lucknow,
will become the primary cen-
tre of all the activities of the tex-
tile industry running in 15 dis-
tricts of the state,” a govern-
ment spokesman said here on
Monday. He said chikankari
and zari-zardozi of Lucknow,
handloom of Hardoi and
Barabanki, carpet of Sitapur,
zari-zardozi of Unnao, hosiery
and textile of Kanpur, block
printing and zari-zardozi of
Farrukhabad, zari-zardozi of
Shahjahanpur, handloom
industry of Ambedkar Nagar,
Azamgarh, Gorakhpur and
Rampur, silk, handloom and
textile clusters of Mau and
Varanasi and apparel clusters of
Gautam Buddha Nagar will
be set up in a single complex. 

The spokesman said the
mega textile park would get the
biggest benefit from the
strengthened road, rail, air and
water connectivity in UP. 

“The Yogi Adityanath gov-
ernment has already got an
assessment done regarding
water and solid waste manage-
ment in the mega textile park.
As per the assessment, ground
water is available below 40 feet
in the area of textile park due
to which there is sufficient
availability of water. Apart from
this, the aerial distance of
Gomti river is also 10 km. A
canal is also passing right next
to the park. On the other hand,
according to the assessment
done for municipal and solid
waste management, a waste to
energy plant is located in Shivri
village near Mohan road at a
distance of 40 km. The presence
of 33 kVA and 11 kVA lines is
already available in this area for
power supply. Along with this,
a 400 kVA sub-station at Jhetha
will also be very helpful for the
mega textile park. There is no
ecologically sensitive or protect-
ed area within 40 km radius of
the park,” the official said.
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As part of its mission to
improve the condition of

farmers, especially marginal
and small farmers, the Uttar
Pradesh government has decid-
ed to increase the grant given
to them under Har Khet Ko
Pani scheme from Rs 75,000 to
Rs 1.75 lakh for medium deep
tube well boring.

“The government has
made several amendments in
the previous order related to
medium deep tube wells and
deep tube wells to provide
water to every field under the
Chief Minister Minor
Irrigation Scheme
(Mukhyamantri Laghu
Sinchayee Yojana) and has also
increased the grant for deep
tube well boring from Rs 1 lakh
to Rs 2.65 lakh,” a government
spokesman said here on
Monday.

The Har Khet Ko Pani
scheme is a component of
Pradhan Mantri Krishi
Sinchayee Yojana (PMKSY).

The amendments intro-
duced by the Yogi government
are intended to provide relief to
small and marginal farmers.
Earlier Rs 10,000 was given for
the water distribution system,
which has now been raised to
Rs 14,000. However, the fixed
amount for separate electrifica-
tion of tube wells will still
remain at Rs 68,000.

Farmers in the general cat-
egory will also receive Rs 2.57
lakh for the installation of tube
wells, up from Rs 1.53 lakh 
previously. 

Furthermore, the
Scheduled Caste, Scheduled
Tribe category farmers will
receive a grant of Rs 3.85 lakhs
for the mandatory installation
of a solar-powered pump on
their tube wells of 5 horse
power capacity. Scheduled
Caste category farmers will
get a maximum grant of Rs 5.74
lakh on tube wells, up from Rs
4.70 lakh for medium deep
tube well borings, the 
official said.

For general category farm-

ers, the grant amount for elec-
trification of tube wells will
remain the same as earlier at Rs
68,000. However, the grant for
general category farmers for
tube wells has been increased

from Rs 1.78 lakh to Rs 3.47
lakh. Scheduled Caste catego-
ry farmers will get a maximum
grant of Rs 6.64 lakh on tube
wells for deep tube well bor-
ings, up from Rs 4.95 lakh. The

purchase of solar pumps will be
done through Uttar Pradesh
New and Renewable Energy
Development Agency (UPNE-
DA) and its registered vendors
and through the Gem portal.
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Alarmed by the falling image
of UP Police following inci-

dents in which cops had argu-
ments with ticket collectors
over free traveling in trains,
Director-General of Police DS
Chauhan instructed the district
police chiefs to instruct police-
men of their respective jurisdic-
tion and ask them to travel in
trains as per rules. He advised
action as per rule against errant
cops.

In a letter sent to commis-
sioners of police in Lucknow,
Gautam Buddha Nagar, Kanpur
Nagar, Varanasi, Prayagraj, Agra
and Ghaziabad and all district
police chiefs and the superinten-
dent of police, railways, the
DGP said several lakh passen-
gers, including those hailing
from other states in the coun-
try, and even foreigners travel by
trains which passed UP. 

"It has been seen in the past
that if a policeman commits a
wrong, the act is filmed and
uploaded on social media and
so it quickly reaches several lakh
people and puts the UP Police
in a poor light," he said. The
DGP cited an incident which
took place in Amarnath Express
train's AC coach in which cops
had a heated argument with a
ticket collector when ques-
tioned for traveling free in the
AC coach of the train. “A video
of this incident went viral on

social media and also the news
related to it was published in
newspapers,” he said. The UP
Police chief said these inci-
dents dented the image of the
UP government and also of the
UP Police which was one of the
biggest forces and was known
for its impeccable discipline
and a glorious past. 

He said that the Pratapgarh
Government Railway Police
registered a case in connection

with the thrashing of a TTE in
Archna Express on March 14
while citing a few incidents of
showdown between the TTEs
and cops. The DGP said the
state government provided trav-
eling allowances to cops going
for government work and it was
the responsibility of the cops to
behave in a dignified way. “The
policemen should not act in a
way which dents the image of
police,” he concluded.
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Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath

said on Monday that the gov-
ernment would provide sports
kits to every village panchayat
by next year. 

Speaking at the sports kits
distribution ceremony, Yogi
also appealed to Yuvak Mangal
Dal and Mahila Mangal Dal to
lead the mission to keep the vil-
lages clean and beautiful and
develop them as centres of
harmony and cohesion. 

The chief minister also
distributed sports kits to a
dozen youth and women
Mangal Dals from different
districts of Lucknow division
on the occasion. 

He said that the opening of
village secretariats would not
only enable people to get caste,
birth and other certificates,
but also avail benefits of
Ayushman Bharat scheme. 

Chief Minister Yogi said
that work was going on at a war
footing to build playgrounds in
30,000 villages, along with sep-
arate open gyms for men and
women, mini stadiums in

blocks and stadiums in dis-
tricts. The chief minister urged
members of Yuva Mangal Dal
and Mahila Mangal Dal to
take on the leadership role
and organise contests in folk
arts, music and sports for a
healthy atmosphere in villages,
devoid of animosity among
people. Yogi remarked further
that youth and women's
Mangal Dals were the basis of
India's prosperity, which could
realise Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's vision of self-
reliant India. 

“Our government is work-
ing towards building sports
grounds in villages, mini stadi-
ums at block level and stadiums
at district level. Good coaches
are being hired. International
players are being given a
monthly honorarium of Rs 1.5
lakh as coaches,” he said.

Advising Yuva and Mahila
Mangal Dals, Yogi said that
they should understand their
responsibility in society and
also report illegal activities
going on in their surroundings
to the police. He said they
should also take care of schools
and contribute to the smooth

functioning of the village sec-
retariats. Chief Minister Yogi
said that a society could not
become self-reliant as long as
its dependence on the govern-
ment remained high. He added
that when society leads and the
government backs it, then it
becomes self-reliant and moves
towards prosperity.

Yogi said that youth and
women's Mangal Dal teams
should form the basis of sports
activities in their village. He
said that the village had to be
aware and for this, the youth
and women's Mangal Dals
would have to come forward to
lead. Chief Minister Yogi said
that the purpose of giving
sports kit was to promote a
healthy competition. “We have
to prepare our generation for
sports in the times to come,” he
added. Yogi said that Yuvak
Mangal Dal was formed in
1956 and Mahila Mangal Dal in
1985-86 and they need to be
expanded more rapidly. In the
programme, Yogi also gave
away appointment letters to six
international players who got
jobs as coaches on an honorar-
ium of Rs 1.5 lakh per month.

Prayagraj (PTI): Taking seri-
ous note of the strike by
employees of the Uttar
Pradesh electricity depart-
ment, the Allahabad High
Court on Monday said
demands cannot be made at
the cost of life of people and
asked why the striking
employees have not been
arrested.

A two-judge bench com-
prising acting Chief Justice
Pritinker Diwaker and Justice
SD Singh also asked the
Additional Advocate General
about the action taken against
erring employees. Terming
the strike matter as serious, the
court said demands cannot be
made at the cost of life of peo-

ple and asked the state to
apprise it about the monetary
loss caused to it due to the
strike. On March 17, a division
bench comprising Justices
Ashwani Kumar Mishra and
Vinod Diwakar issued bailable
warrants against the office
bearers of the Vidyut
Karmachari Sanyukt Sangarsh
Samiti through its organiser
Shailendra Dubey and sever-
al others asking them to
appear before the court at 10
am on March 20.

The electricity department
employees went on a three-day
strike on Thursday night and
ended it after several rounds of
talks between their leaders
and state energy minister AK

Sharma, saying the decision
was taken to “respect the
directions of the chief minis-
ter”. The protesting employees,
who had started their strike at
10 pm on March 16, called it
off at around 3 pm on Sunday.
“Respecting the directions of
Chief Minister (Yogi
Adityanath), the positive dia-
logue with the energy minis-
ter, and respecting the high
court, we have decided to call
off our 72-hour symbolic
protest one day in advance in
view of massive public inter-
est,” Shailendra Dubey, con-
vener of Vidyut Karmacharis
Sanyukt Sangharsh Samiti,
said while announcing the
withdrawal of the strike. 

Jalaun (PTI): Five inter-dis-
trict dacoits were arrested here
on Monday following an
encounter with police, officials
said. Two of the dacoits sus-
tained bullet injuries in the
exchange of fire that took
place in Orai police station
area, they said.

Some dacoits, who were
planning a loot near the
Kanmer overbridge, were sur-

rounded by a team of Special
Operations Group and Uttar
P r a d e s h
P o l i c e .
After the
dacoits saw
the police
team sur-
rounding
them, they
opened fire. The police team
retaliated, said Superintendent

of Police Iraj Raja. Two
dacoits, Salam Gurjar and
Anwar, were injured in the
exchange of fire and hospi-
talised. The other three
dacoits, Shahzad (son of
Kallu), Ikram and Shahzad
(son of Riyaz), were also
arrested, he added. Illegal
arms and jewellery were recov-
ered from the arrested dacoits,
the police said.
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Awoman was allegedly raped by a man
in the connivance with her father and

stepmother in Saharanpur, police said on
Monday. The accused father and his friend
Rashid have been arrested while the step-
mother is at large, they said.

The woman, in her complaint, alleged
that her father called his friend to their
home on March 13 and her stepmother
locked her and Rashid inside a room and
he raped her, SP (Rural) Sagar Jain told
PTI. The victim, who is married, said her
father and stepmother threatened to kill
her if she told anyone about the incident,
he said. The woman alleged that even
before her marriage, Rashid had raped her
several times in the knowledge of her par-
ents, Jain said. An FIR has been registered
and efforts are on to nab the absconding
stepmother, the SP said.

Meanwhile, two men were killed and
three injured when a speeding motorcy-

cle rammed into a roadside grocery shop
in Amethi district’s Jagdishpur area, police
said on Monday. The motorcycle rammed
into the shop of 65-year-old Brijlal Yadav
in Mohammadpur village, killing him and
one Hira Maurya (25).

The injured trio, including a woman,
was admitted to the community health
centre in Jagdishpur from where one
with critical injuries was referred to
Lucknow, the police said. The bodies were
sent for post-mortem and legal action was
being taken, Jagdishpur police station SHO
Rakesh Kumar said. 

In another case, two history-sheeters
were arrested following an encounter in
Sultanpur and narcotics were seized from
their possession, police said on Monday.
The accused have been identified as
Raman Singh and Rahul Dhuria, they said.

Superintendent of Police Somen
Barma said that on Sunday night the duo
were arrested and some narcotics were
recovered from them. The police took the

duo to a place disclosed by them for fur-
ther recovery of narcotics when the
accused started firing at the policemen
using their hidden weapons. Barma said
that in retaliatory firing by the police, the
accused sustained bullet injuries on their
legs. The duo has been hospitalised for
treatment, the officer said. The arrested
criminals are history sheeters and mem-
bers of an active gang, and cases of mur-
der and loot are registered against them,
the SP said.

Meanwhile in Unnao, a mentally chal-
lenged man allegedly hanged himself to
death after killing his wife and their four-
month-old daughter in a village here,
police said on Monday. Additional
Superintendent of Police (ASP) Shashi
Shekhar Singh said Mohan Lal (36), a res-
ident of Rudikhera village under
Barasagvar police station limits, hacked to
death his wife Seema (30) and their
daughter with an axe late on Sunday night
before hanging himself using a rope.
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Following reports that pris-
ons in Uttar Pradesh are

bursting at the seams, the
Uttar Pradesh government has
decided to construct 20 new,
high-tech jails in the state,
which will include 11 districts
that do not have any prison at
present.

“Apart from this, the
process of construction of one
central jail and other jails in
nine districts has also started
while the number of barracks
is being increased in some of
the jails,” a government
spokesman said here on
Monday, adding that budget
had been released and the
Prison department had been
given the green signal to go
ahead with the work. He said
these jails would be high-tech
keeping in view the present
scenario. The government has
set a target of two to five years
to complete construction of the
new jails. 

Earlier, at a high-level
meeting, Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath was informed by
the officials of the prison
administration that at present
the state's central and district
jails were overcrowded. They
stressed the need for building
new jails keeping in view the
facilities provided by the jail
manual and protection of the
human rights of the prisoners. 

Senior officials of the
Prison Administration and

Reform Services told Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath that
currently against the capacity
to accommodate 13,669 pris-
oners, the seven central jails of
UP had 15,201 inmates which
was 111 per cent of the capac-
ity. Similarly, 62 district jails
with a capacity of 49,107 pris-
oners have 95,597 prisoners
lodged in them, which is 194
per cent of the capacity. There
are two sub-jails with a capac-
ity of 306 prisoners in which
664 inmates are lodged -- 216
per cent of the capacity.
Women's central jail has a
capacity of 120 prisoners,
against which 148 prisoners
are detained, which is 123 per
cent of the capacity.

After this the chief minis-
ter instructed the prison
administration to submit a
proposal regarding construc-
tion of new jails. Subsequently,
the Prisons department made
a proposal for the construction
of new jails in 11 districts of
the state, which was later
approved by the chief minister
during another meeting. 

After the government
released the budget for the
construction of new jails, the
way was cleared for their con-
struction, particularly in those
districts of the state which do
not have any jail.

"The construction has
started in 11 districts, includ-
ing prisons with a capacity of
990 inmates each in Amethi
and Mahoba, of 1,000 inmate

capacity each in Kushinagar,
Chandauli, Auraiya, Hapur,
Sambhal, Amroha and
Bhadohi, 1,026 capacity in
Hathras and 2,000 capacity in
Shamli. 

"Similarly, the construc-
tion of a new central jail in
Lalitpur with a capacity of
2,000 inmates has been expe-
dited. At the same time, the
process of construction of a
second district jail of 1,000
inmate capacity has started in
Lalitpur," the official said.

Besides, funds have been
approved for the repair and
renovation of Bareilly's old
jail, which will have a capaci-
ty of 2,579 prisoners. Apart
from this, the process of con-
struction of prisons with a
capacity of 3,000 each in
Moradabad and
Muzaffarnagar, 2,000 each in
Shahjahanpur, Budaun and
Varanasi, 1,000 each in
Jaunpur and Rampur and
5,000 in Kanpur Nagar is
underway. At the same time,
by the end of March, the dis-
trict jails with a capacity of 502
prisoners in Shravasti and
2,688 inmates in Prayagraj
will be ready. Along with this,
one barrack with capacity of 30
prisoners is being constructed
in Gorakhpur district jail.

"With the construction of
new jails, repair of existing jails
and increases in the capacities
of barracks in jails, more than
35,000 prisoners can be shift-
ed there," the official said.
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Lucknow (PNS): The National
Human Rights Commission
(NHRC) has taken a suo motu
cognisance of a media report
that a 45-year-old man admit-
ted to a drug rehabilitation
centre died as he was alleged-
ly beaten to death by the man-
ager and his four accomplices
in Ghaziabad district of Uttar
Pradesh. The NHRC observed
that the contents of the media
report, if true, amount to a vio-
lation of the victim's human
rights.

Accordingly, it has issued
notices to the chief secretary
and the director general of
police of Uttar Pradesh, call-
ing for a detailed report in the
matter. The report should also
include the present status of
the investigation of the case
and compensation and relief,
if any, provided to the next of

kin of the deceased person by
the government authorities,
the NHRC notice said.

"The government is also
directed to issue necessary
guidelines to the authorities
concerned to collect data from
all the districts of Uttar
Pradesh regarding such reha-
bilitation centres and to take
action against such facilities
running in violation of law
without obtaining requisite
permission from the govern-
ment agencies," it said.

According to the media
report, the centre has been
running from a rented build-
ing for the last four months
and eight persons are present-
ly admitted in it. The police
have reportedly not found any
documents regarding permis-
sion for running such a centre
in the said building.
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In a minor reshuffle in
bureaucracy, additional

charge of chairman of New
Okhla Industrial Development
Authority (NOIDA) 
was given to Industrial
Development Commissioner
Manoj Singh.

Principal Secretary,
Industry, Narendra Bhushan
has been given additional
charge of Yamuna Expressway
Industrial Development
Authority and Uttar Pradesh
State Industrial Development
Authority.
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Newly-appointed
General Manager

(GM) Basudev Panda
inspected the workshop
areas in Banaras
Locomotive Works
(BLW) here on Monday.
After reaching the
workshop, he visited
various shops and
observed the works
related to locomotive
production. The GM
made a thorough
inspection of the Loco
Frame Shop, Pipe Shop,
Loco Assembly Shop
and Truck Machine
Shop. During the inspection, Panda
inspected the various activities of loco
manufacturing and gave various sugges-
tions to improve the quality of produc-
tion. He also took information about
assembly of electric locos and non-rail-
way customer’s diesel locos in Loco
Assembly Shop.  Principal Chief
Electrical Engineer SK Srivastava,
Principal Chief Engineer Praveen

Khorana, Chief Design Engineer
(Electrical Loco) PP Raju, Chief
Mechanical Engineer (Production &
Marketing) Suneel Kumar, Chief
Electrical Engineer (Inspection) Manoj
Kumar Singh, Chief Electrical Engineer
(Loco) Arun Kumar Sharma, Senior
Deputy General Manager  Vijay and
other officers of different departments
were also present.
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The lawyers under the ban-
ner of The Lawyers

Association (TLA)  and Kanpur
Bar Association struck work in
protest against the ‘behaviour’
of the district judge and to press
for the settlement of their 13-
point charter of demands on
Monday. Meanwhile, KBA
president Naresh Chandra
Tripathi along with vice-pres-
ident Anoop Shukla, general
secretary Anurag Srivastava
and dozens of their colleagues
staged a dharna in front of the
district judge’s court. A group
of lawyers led by TLA President
Pt Ravindra Sharma and gen-
eral secretary Sharad Kumar
Shukla took a round of collec-
torate premises and pressed

people for boycotting the work
in all courts. They struck the
entire judicial work and issued
strict directives to typists and
stamp vendors for not doing
any typing work and selling
non-judicial stamp papers. Due
to boycott of judicial work, vic-
tims were compelled to return
after getting hearing of their
cases fixed for another date. 

MAURYA VISITS TSH:
Deputy Chief Minister Keshav
Prasad Maurya, who visited
‘The Sportz Hub’ (TSH) on
Sunday, tried his hand at bil-
liards and also played basket-
ball. He also tried shooting.
During his visit Maurya praised
TSH and said that this type of
sports complex should be there
in every district of the state. He
also praised Praneet Agarwal,

Director of MHPL, and said
that he did a commendable job
by completing the 18 months
project of TSH in just 14
months. Maurya was all praise
for Audi Stadia, the operating
company of TSH. Seeing the
better upkeep and facilities,
Maurya informed Director
(Operations) PK Srivastava
that next time he would prefer
to stay at TSH instead of Circuit
House during his city tour.
Maurya collected information
about 160 EWS selected play-
ers. He was accompanied by
MLAs Surendra Maithani,
Mahesh Trivedi and Abhijit
Singh Sanga. Maurya praised
Kanpur Smart City Limited
and Divisional Commissioner
Dr Rajasekhar for their idea of
this project.
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Noted psychiatrist and scientific
secretary of the Indian Medical

Association-Kanpur, Dr Rohan Kumar
while delivering his lecture on  “How
to achieve happiness in life” organised
by the University School of Hotel
Management, Chhatrapati Shahu Ji
Maharaj University on International
Happiness Day on Monday expressed
concern over allotting one day in a year
for happiness. He said if one strictly
adopted certain principles in one’s life
the one can certainly remain happy.

He said first and the foremost
mantra to remain happy was that one
needed to express thanks for all one had
in life and added that it had been proved
beyond  doubt that people who fre-
quently expressed gratitude were
immensely happy. He said second most
important factor was share happiness
with every section of people in life. Dr

Rohan said to remain happy it was high-
ly essential to remain in the present as
it had been proved that all such people
who always remain in the present  and
work  positively were mostly happy and
satisfied.  He said one need to shun neg-
ativity and share positive thoughts and
happiness with all. He said criticism
brought in negativity and thus it should
be avoided. This was followed by a ques-

tion answer session  where posers
raised by students were  answered by Dr
Rohan. A student of BSC sought an
answer to  how to control anger. Dr
Rohan said the famous maxim “control
anger before it controls you” was high-
ly essential. He said the goal of anger
management was to reduce both one’s
emotional feelings and the physiologi-
cal arousal that anger caused.  He said
one cannot get rid of or avoid, the things
or the people that enraged one, nor can
one change them, but one can learn to
control one’s reactions. Dr Praveen
Katiyar,  Dr Pushpa Mamaria, Dr
Sneha Pandey, Dr Manas Upadhyaya,
Ojasvi, Jayanti, Sanjana, Tanya, Komal,
Tanisha and Aakriti were present.

SEMINAR: Principal and
Organising Secretary, Shri Shakti
Degree College, Dr Prabhakant Mishra
while inaugurating the two-day nation-
al seminar on  development of rural
areas with the help of basic science

Education said science and technology
had been regarded to be significant
aspects for rural areas as they were con-
nected with development. He said it had
a past record of bringing about devel-
opment in the lifestyle, health condi-
tions, income generation and enhance-
ment of productivity in the lives of the
rural people.  He said rural development
was the process of improving the qual-
ity of life and economic well-being of
people living in rural areas, often rela-
tively isolated and sparsely populated
areas. He said rural development had
traditionally centered on the exploita-
tion of land-intensive natural resources
such as agriculture and forest. He added
science and technology can play a major
role in bringing about social and econom-
ic transformation in the country, especial-
ly in the rural areas.  He said it was recognised
worldwide that science and technology were
among the most powerful motive forces tobring
about dynamic changes in the society. 
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The Union Bank of India
organised a special Hindi

workshop as part of Rajbhasha
Hindi Promotion recently. The
UP Anchal  Pramukh,
Lucknow, Sanjeev Kumar
chaired the meet. He read the
message on Internation
Women’s Day and emphasised
upon the need for Hindi pro-
motion and for that women
need to work on par with their
male counterparts. He empha-
sised on the importance of
Hindi Diwas. He said it had
been proved beyond doubt
that if women are given a push
they can also lead to econom-
ic progress of the country. He

said women had proved that
they can work equally well
and often better than their
male counterparts be it at
home front, office front or
even business front. He said on
this day the world over efforts

were made to ensure that
women were given equal status
and recognition. He said with
the help of women staff we can
also give adequate push to
Rajbhasha. The vote of thanks
was proposed by Prema Pal.
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Quiz enhances general knowledge and think-
ing power and provides an interactive plat-

form for children. It gives them opportunities
to excel beyond academics and helps them to
imbibe the practice of innovative learning. To
encourage and enlighten curious minds,

‘Brainiac, the Quiz’ activity was organised on the
SPSEC school premises for Play Group students.
The programme commenced with the welcome
song a melodious presentation by kids followed
by competitive and exciting rounds of quizzes.
The format of the quiz entailed three rounds
comprising mixed bag questions and audio-visu-
al round. Four different teams came up for each

round with six participants in each team giving
a tough fight to their opponents. The questions
put forth to the teams were intriguing and chal-
lenging. Around 100 per cent  participation by
all the students left the parents spellbound. They
could not stop praising and cheering the little
ones for their brilliant performance. The chil-
dren of Root class set the stage on fire with the
outstanding and colourful performance of Hip
Hop dance and did not let the opportunity fly
by. Parents admired the decor and efforts that
went into making the event a grand success.  The
event was graced by the Principal Bhawna
Gupta, Vice-Principal, Kavita Chadha,
Headmistress, Vandana Trivedi and parents of
the Root section. The event culminated with
words of encouragement and appreciation from
supervisor Komal Chhabra.

ANNUAL DAY: The Little Kingdom School
celebrated it’s annual day recently. JS Ahlawat,
HOP Auraiya and Saroj Ahlawat, president JMM
graced the occasion.  The programme began
with Ganesh Vandana, followed by welcome
speech of Saroj Ahlawat. The kids presented a
cultural programme on the theme ‘diversity of
religion and culture’. Children presented
‘bhangra’, Rajasthani folk, old melodious song
etc.  Annual report was presented by Neetu
Arora Secretary of Little Kingdom School. HOP
praised the performance of little kids and
school committee for organising such a marvel-
lous programme. 
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Two children were killed
while a woman and her son

seriously injured when a speed-
ing dumper, after dismantling
the road divider, rammed into
their hut on Lucknow-Kanpur
highway in front of the poly-
technic under Dahi police sta-
tion area of Unnao on Monday
wee hours. Dumper driver
escaped after leaving the vehi-
cle on the spot. Police rushed
to spot the and sent all the
injured to the district hospital.
Mohd Ismail (30) of Talib Sarai
lived with family members in
a hut near the polytechnic.
Around 3 am on Monday an
uncontrolled pebble-laden
dumper coming from Lucknow
entered another lane by dis-
mantling the road divider and
rammed into Ismail's hut.
Ismail, his mother Baby (55),
Sartaj (10) and Ayan (1) were
injured. SHO along with force
rushed to the spot and sent all

the injured to the district hos-
pital where Sartaj and Ayan
were declared dead. Ismail and
his mother Baby were under-
going treatment there. Police
sent the bodies for an autopsy. 

ATTACKED: Panic pre-
vailed on the IIT Kanpur cam-
pus when three senior students
attacked two of their colleagues
deputed on security with knife
during the pro-nite event of
annual cultural festival
Antaragni late ON Sunday
night. On the complaint of vic-
tim students, Kalyanpur police
have lodged a report and start-
ed a probe. During the pro-
night programme was organ-
ised on the last day on Sunday,
Aman Meena, BTech.
(Electrical) third year student
along with team members was
deputed in the security of the
event. It is alleged that when
three fourth year students sud-
denly moved ahead by break-
ing the queue, Aman stopped
them from doing so. At this,

they attacked him with the
knife. Aman sustained serious
wounds in his thumb while
friend’s arm was injured. Other
students and faculty members
controlled the situation and
informed the police which
rushed to spot and carried out
investigation. Police have also
lodged a case. ACP Kalyanpur
Vikas Kumar Pandey said on
the complaint of the victim stu-
dent, FIR against three BTech
(fourth year) students had been
lodged. CCTV footages were
being checked  and eyewitness
students are also being quizzed.

STRANGLED: A man,
after dropping wife at her par-
ents house, strangled his
daughter, a student of class IX,
with the cable in Rana Pratap
Nagar under Rawatpur police
area on Monday. His son was
an eyewitness to the incident.
Police arrested the guilty man
and carried out investigation. A
love affair of the deceased with
a boy was stated to be the cause

of incident. Shyam Bahadur of
Ranapratap Nagar is employed
in Jaipur. His wife Sangeeta
along with daughter Archana
(16) and son Harsh lives in
Ranapratap Nagar. A student of
class IX Archana had an  affair.
As Shyam Bahadur was aware
of her love affair, he used to
remain upset and exchanged
heated arguments over it on
Sunday night. He dropped
his wife at her parents house.
On Monday around 11 am, he
strangled Archana with the
cable in presence of Harsh. On
the information of Harsh,
Sangeeta immediately arrived
at the house with brother
Suraj and the latter informed
the police.  Police rushed to
spot and arrested the Shyam
Bahadur. 

ACP Kalyanpur Vikas
Kumar Pandey said Shyam
had killed his daughter in
anger for her love affair. some
other aspects are also being
investigated, he said. 
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MC Balasubramaniam,
IOFS, took charge  as

General Manager of Gliders
India Limited (GIL) which was
the unit of Ordnance Parachute
Factory (OPF). He is an IOFS
officer of 1999 batch.  He was
extended a grand welcome by
officials and staff of the GIL
recently. He said GIL had
carved a niche for itself in qual-
ity defence product production
and his effort will be to ensure
that it attained further heights.

He said he is was confident
that the team of officials and

staff of OPF will take up the
challenge to push this compa-
ny to the topmost rungs of suc-
cess ladder. He assured the offi-
cials and staff that together they
could ensure that various para-
chutes and rubberised products
of GIL will continue to improve
and bring laurels to the country.

He said as per the needs of the
three defence forces parachutes
were being manufactured and
improvement was on. He said the
pride of GIL was float  the spe-
cial defence product and it was
being used by the Army for the
past over five decades and was
prepared as per the needs of the
Army to provide them a cutting
edge. He said to claim that GIL
had a monopoly in float produc-
tion will certainly not be wrong.
Balasubramaniam has been on
prominent posts of OEF Kanpur,
OCF Awadi, OEF Hazratpur
and umpteen top posts of
defence organistions.
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District Magistrate S Rajalingam on Monday
conducted a physical verification of a road

and wall painting in Chandpur industrial estate
and expressed deep annoyance over the poor
quality of the painting and directed for its paint-
ing again. The DM conducted the physical ver-
ification of a 3525 m long road in Chandpur
industrial estate which was constructed with a
cost of �494.37 lakh. He also made physical ver-
ification of the tiles installed in nullah and wall
painting in the industrial estate and expressed
deep annoyance over the poor quality of the paint-
ing. He directed for re-painting of the wall. The
DM made an inspection of the new building con-
structed in a composite school in Mahmoorganj
under Smart City in which nine rooms including
library and smart class have been constructed with
a cost of �1.84 crore. The DM also inspected the
solar plant installed in the premises of Jal
Sansthan in Bhelupur. The Prime Minister
Narendra Modi laid down the foundation for it
on July 15, 2021. A total of 3705 solar panels have
been fixed in this solar plant of 2000 kilowatt
capacity installed with a cost of �1724.14 lakh. The
solar plant has been connected with an STP of 250
MLD. The DM inspected the renovation work of
WTP filter plant of 150 MLD in Jal Sansthan.    
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Noted hepatologist, Dr Vishal Kumar
Chaurasia,  Venketeshwar Hospital, New

Delhi while addressing the CME organised by
IMA-Kanpur said there was very poor aware-
ness regarding  liver transplant and also acute
crisis of right donor and this was giving rise to
high number of fatalities. He said major reasons
for liver cirrhosis, were Hep-B and C, diabetes,
obesity and alcohol addiction. He said liver
transplant was a life-saving treatment with hav-
ing a survival rate between 70 and 90 per cent  and
between one to five years at the most. He said the
irony was that due to massive gap between demand
and supply patients die during the wait for liver trans-
plant. He said normothermic machine perfusion to
optimise marginal grafts, a new national allocation
system to maximise benefit from each organ and
developments in patient ‘prehabilitation’ before list-
ing were some features which will highly benefit the

suffering humanity. Dr Chaurasia said liver trans-
plantation was the definitive therapy for end-stage
liver disease of various etiologies as well as acute liver
failure and early-stage hepatocellular carcinoma.  He
said the model for End-Stage Liver Disease (MELD)
score was essential for organ allocation in addition
of the serum sodium level to the MELD score  which
was a recent development that helped prognosticate patients.
He said liver transplantation was the definitive man-
agement for patients with end-stage liver disease.
He said short-term outcomes following transplan-
tation had improved immensely in company with
advances in surgical practices and immunosuppres-
sive agents and added liver was distinctively
recognised as a tolerogenic organ translating to
overall lower incidence and consequence of rejec-
tion, relative unimportance of human leukocyte
antigen (HLA) incompatibility and the permission
of lower doses of immunosuppression in trans-
plantation, making it the ideal candidate in which
to develop and optimise tolerogenic protocols. 
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Three BHU students have
been selected for the Global

Management Programme of
the UNIQLO – Fast Retailing,
Japan. The company is a lead-
ing Japanese retail group and the world’s third
largest apparel giant. Its Global Management
Programme (GMP) is an annual five-day inten-
sive programme in which selected students get
an opportunity of having business sessions with
global market specialists in order to know more
about world industry and business. The five-day
session will take place in Japan for which all
expenses that include travel, lodging, boarding
etc would be taken care of by UNIQLO. The stu-
dent selection is based on their academic back-

ground, statement of purpose,
and personal interaction with
UNIQLO- Fast Retailing inter-
view board. The selected students
are Richik Mukherjee from
Institute of Environment and
Sustainable Development, and

Ritu Kumar and Supriya Pandey from the
Institute of Management. During the five-day pro-
gramme in Japan, the students will be asked to
tackle some global issues and find solutions
towards it through collaborating with other stu-
dents from different backgrounds and dis-
cussing with business specialists. Prof NV
Chalapathi Rao, Coordinator, International
Collaborations, BHU, informed that those stu-
dents who perform exceedingly well in the GMP
may also be considered for job opportunities. 
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On the occasion of World
Sparrow Day, a talk show for

public awareness was organised
at Children Valley English
School, Mahmoorganj under the
aegis of Vikas Evan Shikshan
Samiti (VESS India) here on Monday. This was
done under the ‘Adopt a Sparrow’ project of
VESS India. Dr Rajesh Kumar Srivastava, envi-
ronmentalist and former master trainer of
Uttar Pradesh government’s Gauraiya (Sparrow)
Conservation Campaign in Varanasi, was the
main speaker of this talk show.  Speaking on the
occasion, Dr Srivastava said that sparrows play
an important role in environment protection as
they feed their young with insects called alpha
and cat worms, which are very dangerous for
crops. “Apart from this, the sparrows also eat
insects that appear during the monsoon season.
In such a situation, along with keeping the envi-
ronment balanced for the farmers and the gen-
eral public, it also maintains cleanliness,” Dr
Srivastava said, adding that according to a sur-
vey conducted a few days ago by the Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds, the number
of other birds has increased in the last 40 years
while the number of sparrows has decreased by
60 per cent. “In fact, in today’s modern age,

instead of living with nature,
man has become more
involved in exploiting it. As a
result of this, many animals
have come on the verge of
extinction and one of them is
the sparrow, a lovely bird,” he
said, adding that in this era of

unbalanced development, the destruction of trees
and plants and growing concrete forests have
taken away the living space of sparrows. “This
bird can make its home and the safe places for
the sparrows in our homes are skylight sites or
roofs. Apart from this, radiation emanating from
mobile towers is also one of the main reasons for
their extinction. These radiations affect the repro-
ductive capacity of sparrows. Due to these var-
ious reasons, this little bird is now rarely seen in
some places but it is a matter of happiness that
now due to increasing social awareness, the num-
ber of sparrows has started increasing slowly,” he
said, appealing to all to provide spaces to the spar-
rows so that by making their nest there, they can
easily give birth to eggs and children. Dr
Srivastava donated some wood-based sparrow
nests to the school family. Principal Hemraj
Vishwakarma coordinated the programme,
while the vote of thanks was proposed by Varsha
Joshi. Rahul Sharma, Nidhi Singh, Varsha Singh
and other teachers were also present.
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The railway employees asso-
ciated with Northern

Railway Men’s Union, affiliat-
ed to All Indian Railway Men’s
Federation (AIRMF) on
Monday staged a demonstra-
tion in protest against the
exploitation of running staff
and in favour of their demands.

Under the banner of
Northern Railway Men’s Union
affiliated to AIRMF gathered at
Cantt railway station and
staged a demonstration to raise
their protest against the
exploitation of running staff by
the Railway Ministry. They
demanded the withdrawal of
the order to the running staff
to submit their mobiles in the
running room and withdraw-
al of the order to the running
staff not to come out from the
running room. They also
demanded railway adminis-
tration to stop making of dia-
gram of railway stations by loco
pilot and assistant loco pilot,
ensure the headquarter rest
for 16+2 hours and running
room rest for 8+2 hours, ensure
the return of crew to headquar-

ter within 36 hours, improve
the quality of subsidised food
made available in running
room, grade pay of Rs 2800,
4200, 4600, 4800 and 5400 to
ALP, LPS, LPG, LPP and LPM
respectively of running staff,
risk allowance to assistant loco
pilot, the weekly rest at least of
40 hours to running staff, etc.
The RJ Kumar led the demon-
stration.

DHARNA: The Apna Dal
(AD-Kamerawadi) on Monday
staged a dharna demanding the
caste census for the socio-eco-
nomical development of the
weaker section of the society.

The activists of AD-
Kamerawadi gathered at Shastri
Ghat here and staged a dharna
to raise their protest against the
state government, blaming that
the BJP-led government in the
state is not showing any inter-
est in the caste census because
it does not want the progress of
the weaker section of the soci-
ety. They demanded the caste
census in the larger interest of
the OBC, SC and ST and said
that caste census would make
clear the actual position of
these classes.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi will give a big gift to

the farmers of Purvanchal
(eastern UP) during his pro-
posed visit to his parliamentary
constituency here on March 24
falling during the auspicious
Vasantik Navratri. Modi will
inaugurate the Integrated Pack
House for food and vegetable
export, during which Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath will
also remain present. All the
equipment in the pack house
are ‘Make in India’ and after its
launch, Banarasi Langra man-
goes can be directly exported to
Australia, Japan, Korea,
England and European coun-
tries. This pack house will be of
great help in the efforts of the
Modi-Yogi government to dou-
ble the income of the farmers.
The government of double
engine is engaged in making
exporters through FPOs direct-
ly from the farmers and agri-
entrepreneurs by removing
middlemen not only in
Purvanchal but also in western
Bihar. For this, Agricultural and
Food Processed Products
Export Development Authority
(APEDA) is making continu-
ous efforts.

The Pack house is built in
4,461 square feet at a cost of Rs
15.78 crore. Just a few days ago,
the CM inspected this
Integrated Pack House. The
consignment of vegetables and
fruits of Purvanchal will now
be directly exported to foreign
countries from the pack house
of Varanasi. Perishable food
products will be prepared
according to international stan-
dards. The Integrated Pack
House for food and vegetable

export, located at Karkhinav,
about 10 km from the airport,
has been constructed by the
Yogi government. There will
also be single window clearance
for exports from this pack
house, which will make it eas-
ier to export. The pack house
will be equipped with proper
resources for export by water,
land and air. Pack house has
been completed. The farmer
entrepreneurs will also be given
training to prepare agricultur-
al products according to the
demand of the international
market. After Saharanpur and
Lucknow, this will be the third
integrated pack house in UP
and the first in Purvanchal.

The most important work
of the pack house is to prepare

the product according to inter-
national standards. Different
countries have different
demands. 

This pack house works to
meet their demand. APEDA is
active for export to double the
income of farmers in
Purvanchal. Dr CB Singh,
Deputy General Manager,
APEDA, said that to prepare
the product of international
standard, fruits and vegeta-
bles have to go through sever-
al processes in the Integrated
Pack House, due to which their
freshness, taste and other prop-
erties remain intact. Special
care is taken that these prod-
ucts do not contain pests and
any kind of disease. Banarasi
Langra mangoes have to go

through vapor heat and hot
water treatment process, then
Langra mangoes can be export-
ed to foreign countries.

He informed that the
equipment used in the
Integrated Pack House for food
and vegetable export is com-
pletely an indigenous plant.
This pack house has been
equipped with Vapor Heat
Treatment Unit (2500 kg/batch
per four hours); Hot water
treatment plant (500 kg / batch
per one hour); Mango / fruit
processing, grading and sorting
line (2000 kg / hour); Vegetable
Processing Line (1000 kg/hr);
Cold Room (2 to 20 MT); Pre
cold room (2 to 15 MT)
and Ripening Room (1 to 10
MT).
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Commissioner of Police
(CP) Mutha Ashok Jain

and District Magistrate (DM)
S Rajalingam, along with the
concerned administrative and
police officials, inspected the
preparations related to the
public meeting of the Prime
Minister Narendra Modi at
Sampurnanand Sanskrit
University(SSU) campus here
on Monday. During his visit to
his parliamentary constituen-
cy on March 24, Modi will give
a gift of Rs 1181.78 crore. The
PM will lay the foundation
stones of nine projects includ-
ing a ropeway worth Rs
1592.49 and inaugurate 20 pro-
jects worth Rs 189.41 crore.   

During their visit to the
SSU by the CP and DM, a thor-
ough discussion was held on
the security arrangement of the
venue apart from smooth traf-
fic, parking and other arrange-
ments. Necessary instructions
were given to the contractors to
deal with the bad weather con-
ditions. For the last three days,
there were rains in the city
including heavy rains with
thunderstorms and lightning
on Sunday night. During the
inspection, officers of various
concerned departments includ-
ing PWD were also present.

Regarding the PM’s pro-
gramme, preparations are
underway for the inauguration

and foundation stone laying
ceremony in the grounds of the
SSU. Three German hangar
pandals are being installed.
There will be seating arrange-
ments for about 20,000 people.
A strong platform is also being
created for the PM’s pro-
gramme. More than 50 people
can sit on the stage, but only a
few prominent people includ-
ing the Governor Anandiben
Patel, Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath, and some union
and state ministers are expect-
ed to take part on the dais.
During the meeting, Modi will
interact with 50 intellectuals of
the city apart from some of the

best performing players in
recent Khelo India contests.

Meanwhile, Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) has intensi-
fied its activities to make the
SSU meeting a grand success as
the party has planned to carry
about 400 party workers from
each of the 100 wards. In this
direction, a meeting of the
party was held at its city office
at Gulab Bagh under the chair-
manship of regional chief
(Kashi) Mahesh Chand
Srivastava. The meeting was
also attended by party MP
Subrat Pahak, outgoing Mayor
Mridula Jaiswal, city party
chief Vidya Sagar Rai, district

president Hansraj
Vishwakarma, regional
spokesman Navratna Rathi and
many others.

Meanwhile hectic prepara-
tions are going on at all the
places where during his visit
the PM will go apart from the
routes from where his motor-
cade passes through. Besides,
the Health department has aso
intensified its activities to make
all the arrangements at
Rudraksha Convention Centre
where the PM will attend a pro-
gramme to be held on World
Tuberculosis (TB) Day which
will also be attended by Union
Health Minister and others.
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Scientific advisor of Défence
Ministry Dr G Satheesh

Reddy, while highlighting the
technical achievements and
challenges of the country, gave
his call to make India techno-
logically self-reliant and glob-
al leader by 2047, when India
celebrates its anniversary of
independence. He was speak-
ing as the chief guest in the
inaugural function of TIFAC
conducted two-day national
level brainstorming workshop
to formulate the Technology
Vision 2047 (TV-2047) in
Banaras Hindu University
(BHU) here on Monday.

Dr Reddy who is also the
former secretary of DRDO
said that when in 1958 DRDO
started, it was a testing and
quality assurance facility, how-
ever, few of the visionaries like
Dr Abdul Kalam has trans-

formed it. Similarly, visionar-
ies like Dr Homi Bhabha, Dr
Vikram Sarabhai, Dr Satish
Dhawan, Dr Visveswaraya etc
contributed immensely in the
technological advancement of
India. He narrated that at the
time of independence, there
were very few research insti-
tutions in the country, which
has increased tremendously
now.

“Opening the education to
the private sector has also
improved the overall educa-
tional enrolment. However,
the problem of quality educa-
tion and innovation still per-
sist in the country, and this is
the reason why India is still a
follower in the global technol-
ogy sphere and waste huge
foreign exchange in importing
it.” He said, adding that if
India has to become a global
technology leader,  our
researchers and youth have to

leave the fear of failure and
will have to work on crazy and
disruptive ideas. 

He also presented techno-
logical achievements of India,
which are manifesting in the
form of Make in India, Start-
Up India, Skill India etc. He
asserted that we have to
aggressively work on the tech-
nology related to the advanced
materials, energy, communi-
cation, manufacturing, soft-
ware development etc to make
India a global technology
leader.

The function was coordi-
nated by Dr Geeta Rai,
Department of Molecular and
Human Genetics, BHU. The
workshop is aimed to discuss
and design futuristic tech-
nology under the umbrella of
TIFAC. On the first day, Prof
Pradeep Srivastava, Executive
Director, TIFAC described
the aims of Technology

Vision-2047. Prof Anil
Tripathi, Director, Institute
of Science, and Dean, Dr M
Agarwal, BHU, suggested the
various technologies devel-
oped.

Apart from Dr Reddy sev-
eral other speakers such as Dr
RS Verma, Director MNNIT,
Allahabad; Dr TN Singh,
Director IIT Patna; Dr HB
Srivastava, Director General,
TMD, DRDO; Dr Manmohan
Parida, Director, DRDE; Dr
Tusar Kanti Behera, Director
IIVR; Dr Rajesh Kumar,
Principal Scientist, IIVR; Dr
LC Rai, Botany, BHU; Dr BK
Singh, Dept of Physics, BHU,
Dr Shantanu Pande, SGPGI,
Dr DC Rai, Department of
Dairy Science and Food
Technology; Dr Abhishek, IIT
Kanpur; Dr Suchi Yadav from
JNU and Dr Uma Kanga,
AIIMS, New Delhi and many
others were also present.
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President, Rotary Club
Mirzapur Gaurav, Ravi

Katare said it was a matter of
pride for all donors that they
are contributing to the human-
ity by donating the blood under
the banner of Rotary Club.
These views were expressed by
him while welcoming the
guests in a blood donation
camp organised on Sunday.
He said though only 14 donors
could pass the medical test to
donate blood but on the call of
Rotary International blood
donation will continue
throughout the year. Proposing
the vote of thanks, convener of
the camp Dr CB Jaiswal praised

the spirit of donors. Dr Mridula
Jaiswal, Dr Sunil Singh, Dr JK
Jaiswal, Deepak Kushwaha and
Ashutosh Chaubey were pre-
sent. Besides, another blood
donation camp was organised
at Dhundhi Katra under the
joint venture of Vindhya
Foundation Trust and Rotary
Club Vindhyachal in which
PRO divisional hospital blood
bank Ram Kumar Gupta was
present along with blood col-
lection and transport van. On
the occasion 35 units of blood
was collected under the super-
vision of Dr Anoop Gupta.
Santosh Goyal, Swaroop Gupta,
Gaurav Mishra, Aditya Singh,
Shiv Shukla and Krishnanand
Haihayvanshi worked hard for

the success of the camp. 
MASS MARRIAGE: A

mass marriage programme
organised under the aegis of
Tailik Sahu Samaj on Sunday.
Blessing the newly- married
couples former principal Dr
RH Gupta appealed to the
gathering to give emphasis on
the education of children.
Proposing the vote of thanks
the convener of the programme
Chandra Lochan Gupta
praised the spirit of the com-
munity and the beneficiaries.
Under the programme artistes
presented ceremonial songs,
Barat procession was accorded
a warm reception. The pro-
gramme was jointly conducted
by Uday Chand Gupta and

Rama Shankar Sahu District
president Rajessh Gupta pre-
sented the welcome speech.
Former chairman NPP Manoj
Jaiswal, veteran leader BJP
Manoj Srivastava, Amresh
Mishra and Nitin Awasthi
were among those who blessed
the newly-married couples. 

C ONGR ATUL ATED:
Under the cooperative elections
Ashutosh Tripathi has been
elected unopposed as chairman
of Sadhan Sahkari Samiti
Ghurahoopatti on Sunday. BJP
district president Brij Bhushan
Singh, Arvind Tiwari,
Anshumali Mishra, Akash
Gupta, Atul Gupta and others
congratulated Tripathi for his
victory. 
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The house of Mohammad
Ghulam, the shooter of

Umesh Pal murder case, was
demolished with bulldozers on
Monday. His 10-room lodge
adjacent to the house was also
demolished.  

Mohammad Ghulam is
carrying a reward of Rs 5 lakh
on his head. He is absconding
since 25 days. Ghulam was
standing in the shop wearing
a cap on his head at the time
of the incident related to
Umesh Pal shootout. 

After leaving the shop, he
fired another shot at Umesh.
The first fire was made by
Vijay Chowdhar y al ias
Usman.

During the bulldozer
operation, Ghulam’s mother
Khushnuda said, “The one
whom he (Ghulam) killed
was also someone's son. If the
police encounter my son, I
will not come to take his
body. I am very sorry that my
son’s name has figured in the
Umesh Pal murder case."

The Prayagraj
Development Authority
(PDA) has so far razed the
houses of three accused in the
Umesh Pal shootout. Among
the three accused whose hous-
es have been bulldozed, the
house in Chakia is also includ-
ed in which Atiq Ahmed’s wife
Shaista Parveen used to live

with her family. This house in
Chakia was demolished by the
PDA on March 1. 

The house was in the
name of Zafar Ahmed, which
was projected as ‘benami’
property of Atiq Ahmed.

The second action taken
by the PDA was on March 2,
in which the house of Safdar,
considered very close to Atiq
Ahmed and who opened a
gun shop was involved. 

This luxurious house
located on 60 feet Road, Kareli
was demolished by using
Pokeland and bulldozers. The
market value of this house has
been estimated at around Rs
3 crore.

The third crackdown was
carried out on March 3,
involving the house of village
head Maskuddin, a close aide
of Atiq, located near Manauri
on the Kanpur road.
Maskuddin was said to be the
financier of Atiq.

After the demolition of
three consecutive houses in
three days, the PDA's action
was stopped for the time being
which has started again on
Monday.

Umesh was the prime wit-
ness in the former MLA Raju
Pal murder case. Umesh Pal's
wife Jaya Pal along with Atiq
Ahmed filed a case against
Ashraf, wife Shaista Parveen,
his two sons and others. Police
have so far detained about

eight suspects. 
Meanwhile another

CCTV footage has come to
the fore in the Umesh Pal
murder case. According it if
there had been a delay of six
seconds, another innocent life
would have been lost. She
was none other than Umesh’s
relative who narrowly sur-
vived the bomb attack. This
has been revealed in another
CCTV footage that surfaced
25 days after the incident.

A perusal of the 58-sec-
ond CCTV footage shows that
Umesh’s relative, a teenager,
had a narrow escape during
the bomb and bullet attack.
According to it the incident
took place on February 24 at
4:56 pm. 

The video footage starts at
4:56:44 seconds in which a
teenager is seen running
inside the house.

Exactly six seconds later
i.e. at 4:56:50, the video shows
Umesh Pal’s  gunner
Raghavendra who comes run-
ning inside the house. Before
he could enter the house at the
51st second, a bomb is hit
from behind and
Raghavendra falls to the
ground in a pool of blood.
After this smoke spreads all
around and then nothing is
visible. 

After five seconds, at
4:56:56 when the smoke
comes out, Raghavendra is

seen lying on the ground in
agony. 

Meanwhile, some people
living next to Umesh’s house
come out and then pick up the
injured Raghavendra and take
him inside the room. One
more thing has come to light
from the CCTV footage that
Umesh Pal 's  gunner
Raghavendra was not direct-
ly hit by the bomb otherwise
he would have been blown to
pieces.

On Monday, another
CCTV footage related to the
Umesh murder case surfaced.
In it Pal's niece, who ran
away from the barrage of bul-
lets, is seen coming back into
the street after the bomb blast.
Jaya Pal, who was preparing to
go to her relative’s engagement
ceremony, reached there
through a cloud of smoke
where Umesh was lying on the
sofa in a pool of blood.

There the mother was
looking for bullet marks on
the body. Mother Shanti Devi
told the police that after being
shot, he (Umesh) came run-
ning to the room and hugged
her and just said that “Amma,
those people will kill me”.
Then Umesh was not in a
position to speak. Jaya held his
hand and kept shouting that
do not leave her and go, but by
the time he reached the
Narayani hospital, his breath
had stopped.
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STF is also looking for a
female history-sheeter

Mundi Pasi in Umesh Pal mur-
der case apart from Shaista
Parveen wife of Atiq Ahmad.
Shaista Parveen is also
carrying a reward of Rs 25,000,
while the police is planning to
announce a reward of Mundi
Pasi, a close friend of Shaista
Parveen.

STF has come to know
about the role of these two
women in the Umesh Pal
murder case. 

STF is looking for female
history-sheeter Mundi Pasi
of Dhoomanganj police sta-

t ion as a helper of
Atiq Ahmed’s wife Shaista
Parveen.

Mundi Pasi  is  also
absconding for a long time
and the police is on the look-
out for her. It is now learned
that before Pal’s murder,
Mundi Pasi has been roaming
freely with Shaista. 

She has been seen several
times with Shaista after she
was declared the BSP's may-
oral candidate. Now along
with absconding Shaista,
sharpshooter Mundi Pasi is
also on the lookout for STF
and Crime Branch. It is being
said that Mundi Pasi may
also have a hand in Shaista's

escape.
Mundi Pasi, who has been

identified as Lady Don in the
world of crime, has been a his-
tory sheeter of Dhoomanganj
police station. Now Mundi
Pasi’s role in the Umesh Pal
murder case is coming to the
fore.

During the mayoral elec-
tion campaign, Bali Pandit has
also been seen along with
Shaista, Atiq’s wife, along with
Sabir carrying a reward of Rs
5 lakh. 

Based on the CCTV
footage Sabir has been iden-
tified as the person who
opened fire with a rifle.

More than a dozen cases

have been registered against
Mundi Pasi at Dhoomanganj
police station under several
serious sections including
murder, extortion. She has
been collecting extortion in
cases of selling someone’s
house, buying land. 

Crime Branch and STF
teams are raiding her hideouts
to nab Mundi Pasi. Mundi
Pasi has also been close to
dreaded criminal Moolchand
Pasi. His name has also been
associated with the Bacha Pasi
gang, the special shooter of
the Chhota Rajan gang.
Mundi Pasi and her shooters
are absconding since the
Umesh Pal murder case.
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Aman was killed when the
bike on which he was trav-

eling was hit by a speeding
dumper last night on Meja
Road.  As a result there was a
massive jam of vehicles. On
being informed by the passers-
by the police reached the spot,
identified the body and
informed the family members
about it.  The police got the jam
lifted.

Sunil Nishad (32), a resi-
dent of Kharka of Kheri police
station area, was returning
home from Prayagraj city on
a bike at night. He had just
reached Meja Road when the
dumper coming from the
front at a high speed went out
of controlled and hit him
hard, he came under it and
died on the spot. 

On the information of
passers-by,  Meja SHO
Gyaneshwar Mishra, Meja
Road Chowki incharge Ram
Bhawan Verma reached the
spot along with the police
force. 

After identifying the
deceased, the police informed
the family members about
the incident. The police took
the body into possession and

sent it to the city for the
postmortem examination.

Meja Kotwal said strict
action will be taken against
the dumper driver by filing
FIR on the written complaint
given by the relatives of the
deceased. 

PLAN PREPARED: A
detailed and concrete action
plan has been prepared to
reach the branches of
Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh by 2024 in all mandals
and localities of Prayag divi-
sion.

On Monday the detailed
action plan was finalised at
Madhav Gyan Kendra Inter
College in Naini in the pres-
ence of office-bearers from
block to province level and
state campaigner of Vichar
Pariwar, Ramesh, in a day-
long meeting. 

The meeting was called
for the implementation of the
resolution and action plan
passed in the Akhil Bharatiya
Pratinidhi Sabha. In the inau-
gural session, Prant Pracharak
Ramesh threw light on the
points of the action plan.
There are 196 mandals and
373 settlements in all the five
districts of Prayagraj depart-
ment.

Addressing the workers,
he said all workers should
organise social harmony
meetings in their units and
start working at the grassroots
level for a harmonious and
strong society so that the
dream of a glorious strong
nation can come true. For this,
the plan to send full-time
pracharak concerned at the
divisional level was also
finalised.

In the meeting, the work-
ers were told to engage in con-
structive work on a war foot-
ing as per the prepared strat-
egy. 

District-wise meeting was
organised in the second ses-
sion. The concluding session
was addressed by Dr Raj
Bihari.

SPL ARRANGEMENTS
BEING MADE FOR TREAT-
MENT OF PASSENGERS:
Special arrangements are
being made for the treatment
of passengers who have health
related emergency while trav-
eling in trains or at railway
stations. Doctors will now be
available 24 hours at railway
stations for the treatment of
passengers.

Preparations are being
done by NCR (North Central

Railway). First doctors will be
deployed at Prayagraj, Kanpur
and Aligarh railway stations.
Till now if the passenger's
health deteriorated while trav-
eling in the train, doctors or
medicines are made available
to him/her through the Rail
Madad app. But the lives of
serious patients can also be
saved if doctors are available
24 hours.

Pregnant women often
deliver in trains. For this,
doctors are called in a hurry.
There is also a delay in this
process.  Sometimes this
increases the difficulties of
passengers. But now preg-
nant women as well as other
passengers will get relief if
doctors are available 24 hours
at stations.

These doctors will do duty
for eight hours each in differ-
ent shifts. First of all this
preparation is being done at
the big and crowded stations
of NCR. The list of doctors is
being prepared. There is a rail-
way hospital near Prayagraj
Junction, due to which pas-
sengers here are already very
comfortable.  Patients in
more serious condition can
be admitted to railway hospi-
tal.
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In spring, trees bloom,
turning the world into
a colourful garden.
One bloom that stands
out is the bloom of

mango trees. The trees
bloom and the air is filled
with a sweet scent that
attracts bees, birds, and peo-
ple. For me, as a child, the
season of spring, which
starts in February in north
India and spills into the
month of March, was a sea-
son of extremes. The first
few days were spent studying
for final exams, and the last
few days were spent jovially
and academically free. We
played hide and seek or
explored the jungle trails
during the balmy, pleasant
weather filled with colors
and fragrances of spring.
Occasionally, we sneaked
into a friend’s ox driven
‘Belna’, (country made sug-
arcane juice machine) where
freshly prepared jaggery
coming from a huge boiler,
treated our taste buds.

As the weather gets
warmer, the bloom starts
maturing and with the onset
of monsoons, the fruit is ripe
and ready. During school
days, the ripening of man-
goes coincided with the two-

month long monsoon break
and there are so many mem-
ories associated with those
mango-savouring holidays.
Every tree had a folklore and
history associated with it-
some were planted by a
revered ancestor and some
took to roots by accident,
some had divine powers and
some were the abode of
ghosts, some bore fruits

every year and some never.
The rain soaked days, paddy
fields and trees blanketed in
green, mango trees loaded
with fruits, the streams filled
with fresh water meandering
leisurely downhill, the early
morning calls of
‘koel’(Cuckoo) and the com-
pany of friends made those
times truly memorable ones.

It was like reliving all

those past moments when I
was at home at the beginning
of the mango bloom. A whiff
of fresh fragrance from our
courtyard blooming mango
tree transported me back in
time. I savoured every day
trying to hold on to those
smells, sights and flavours
and enjoyed every moment
of spring at home. The sun
rises woke me up early to
witness the most spectacular
sights of nature and the sun-
sets took me to the highest
hilltop in the village, the
flowing streams led me on
paths less taken, the forests
took me in a search of wild,
I sat under trees and felt the
morning breeze touching
my cheeks, I roamed in
wheat fields and saw the
fresh dew drops kissing the
tender plants, I heard the
birds chirping in the silence
of mornings, I sat on the
bank of the rivers to feel the
stillness and solitude, I met
old friends and we talked late
into the nights, like good old
times and doing all this I
understood the true mean-
ing of living in moments.
(The writer pens down sto-
ries of human interest and

his travels . He also likes to
click portraits)
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year prove that if sound emanates from
temples, it acts as balm or honey upon ears
without causing minimum disturbance to
the neighbourhood students and patients!
What better can be expected from such a
force which treats electoral wins of their
own as "Victory of democracy" but the
Opposition wins are "triumph of dynasts"!

What a blatant example of hypocrisy!
Kajal Chatterjee | Kolkata

�������	�
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Sir — Assam Chief Minister Himanta
Biswa Sarma's decision to shut down all
madrasas is a foolish decision. It is noth-
ing but a move to suppress the Muslim
community. By closing all madrasas in the
State and saying that there is a threat to
our culture and tradition is against our
constitution. This is because it is against
the right to practice and learn his own reli-
gion. Instead of converting Madrasas into
other schools why don't the Assam
Government construct new modern
schools? Government funding should
only be stopped if they believe the Quran
is being taught in madrasas. Who are

these people to decide what to study and
what not to study? If madrasas are closed,
there will be mass dropout of female stu-
dents. Is this Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao? In
any madrasa, besides Islamic studies and
languages such as Arabic and Urdu, gen-
eral subjects and other modern Indian
languages are taught to all students.
Many parents who prefer their daughters
to get Islamic education along with reg-
ular subjects will pull them out of schools.

The Assam Government has forgotten
that notable personalities such as Raja Ram
Mohan Roy, Munshi Prem Chand, Dr.
Rajendra Prasad, and Dr Zakir Hussain
studied in madrasas. Previously the
Government cited that madrasas are fund-
ed by terror activities. However, the
Government could found nothing like  that
in the madrasas. The Assam Government
should know that these madrasas were set
up to fulfill a religious need rather than pro-
mote enmity with any community.

Zakir Hussain | Kazipet

��	����������	
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Sir — The rationale behind the reservation
of seats in Government employment and
education is often asserted to be the inad-
equate representation of various social
groups. Due to poor implementation of
government policies, sometimes even by
the Government itself, the purpose of reser-
vation in favour of reserved categories, be
it OBC, SC, ST, or the newly introduced
EWS, often gets defeated in other dimen-
sions. I recently observed that the applica-
tion fee for various government examina-
tions such as Provincial Civil Service
(PCS) in states like Uttar Pradesh for EWS
candidates is exactly the same as for the
unreserved (General) candidates. This is
ironic because the very purpose behind the
EWS quota is to uplift economically weak-
er sections as is evident from the very def-
inition of EWS. Thus, it defeats the very
purpose of reservation. This is because
EWS candidates may find it difficult to fill
out the forms for those exams where the
application fees are very high.

Shivanshu K Srivastava | Lucknow

�����������	�������
Sir — According to a certain prominent
leader of a poll-bound state, his party def-
initely needs the support of "nationalist
Muslims"! However there has been no
mention of asking for support from
"nationalist Hindus"! Surely in his dictio-
nary, the entire Hindu community is
"nationalist" by default! After all no Hindu
can afford to terrorise or work against the
nation, such is their "sanskar"! Disgusting,
but hardly surprising given his party's "glo-
rious tradition" of flexing rabid religious
muscle mixed with invocations of barbar-
ic Islamophobia!

Also thanks to him, we can arrive at
the conclusion that loudspeakers "scream-
ing" azan (which get performed few times
a day for just a few minutes) disturb the
neighborhood students and patients ; but
his silence upon the day/days long screams
(shlokas, bhajans, mantras, drums, conch,
bells) coming from loudspeakers of tem-
ples during various festivals throughout the
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paign in her favour by
numerous Britishers includ-
ing the B.B.C. There are areas
in London and the midlands,
which make one feel as if they
have been transported to a
strange, unfamiliar territory,
resembling more of a
Pakistani and Bangladeshi
ghetto.

In the early 1990s, a
“Muslim Parliament” had
been set up in Britain and had
been clamouring for absurd
favours including the intro-
duction of Sharia! This writer
pointed out this emerging
threat thirty years ago. (
“Muslim Parliament in
Secular Britain”, The Pioneer,
7 Feb 1992: “Islamic
Assertion in Britain”, The
Pioneer, 30 June 1995)  

They carry with them
the medieval religious-social-
political norms of their orig-
inal homeland that were
notorious for inhumane treat-
ment of religious minorities.
Then, there are the crimes
committed by the Muslim
grooming gangs who have
played systematic havoc with
the British white girls besides
many Hindu/ Sikh girls,
unfortunately abetted by the
British society on the pretext
of multiculturalism that has
generally failed. Integration of
such a sizable and viciously

ungrateful segment of the
population into the main-
stream was a non-starter to
begin with.

After all, the UK, is a sov-
ereign nation and its political
culture is shaped by the ideas
of Hobbes- who had enunci-
ated the concept of untram-
meled sovereignty (
Leviathan, 1561) which came
to be tempered by the liber-
al ideas of John Lock and the
subsequent political revolu-
tions and remedial parlia-
mentary legislations. While
its claim to “civilizing mis-
sion” in its erstwhile colonies,
when the Sun had not yet set
on the British Empire, need
not be taken seriously, it is
absurd to demand that every
refugee/asylum seeker enter-
ing Britain by hook or crook
is entitled to stay back and
enjoy all the benefits of a wel-
fare state free of cost. Those
who find this Nazi like may
have to revise their knowl-
edge of some rudimentary
history !

Rishi Sunak, and his
Conservative Party may have
correctly sensed the nature of
the impending danger, and
are now trying to put a time-
ly end to it.  Surely, the num-
ber of their sympathisers in
Britain and elsewhere in the
civilised world would

increase. Sunak belongs to a
Hindu family that once lived
in a part of undivided India
which is now in Pakistan.
Unlike many of India’s polit-
ical classes, he must be aware
of the disastrous conse-
quences of a changing reli-
gious demographic. There is
still a solution to the problem
in Whitehall even without
Palmerston and Disraeli.

Following the mass
expulsion of Asians by Idi
Amin from Kenya, their reha-
bilitation in Britain was both
legal and justified, and so is
the status of the asylum seek-
ers from Hong Kong, which
had been a Crown colony till
it was returned to China,
and inhabitants of the
Falkland islands for which the
“Iron Lady” had fought with
Argentina.

It is high time that the
UNHCR and its parent bod-
ies extinguish the very roots
of this malady in the coun-
tries of origin — the persecu-
tion of religious minorities
and their flight across bound-
aries. Why should they not
begin with   India’s neighbor-
hood? That should be a top
priority for any non-political
and impartial humanitarian
agency.

(The author is a Member of
the ICHR)
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The outcry over the
l a t e s t
Refugee/Asylum Bill
in Britain was not
unexpected. The

Indian media has not remained
unaffectd. Incidentally, even a
fraction of this “concern” is sel-
dom seen in the latter's coverage
of genuine refugees fleeing to
India — victims of religious per-
secution from Pakistan,
Bangladesh and Afghanistan!

The website of the United
Nations Refugee Agency
(UNHCR) indicates that it "is
profoundly concerned by the
asylum Bill introduced by the
UK Government in the House of
Commons” . It further stated,
“The legislation, if passed, would
amount to an asylum ban-extin-
guishing the right to seek refugee
protection in the U.K. for those
who arrive irregularly, no mat-
ter how genuine or compelling
their claims may be”. It further
urged,  “the Government, to all
MPs and Peers to reconsider the
Bill and instead pursue a more
humane and  practical policy
solution”.   

Be that as it may, the ground
reality is that there has been a
sharp increase in the number of
small boat arrivals on British
shores in recent times. All of
them have sought asylum in the
country. In the year ending
September 2022, the UK
received 72,027 asylum applica-
tions. This is double the number
of applicants received in 2019.
Add to this the number of unre-
solved cases. In the critical back-
drop of the UK's  declining
Christian population and a sud-
den upsurge in the Muslim pop-
ulation, it assumes a serious
complexion. These are the real
causes of concern.

Since the 1950s, there have
been many legal and illegal
immigrants who have settled
down in English and have done
well. Most of them have com-
plied with the norms of the host
community. As against them,
there have been a growing num-
ber of Islamic terrorist activities,
targeting the sons of the soil and
their civilizational values. One
would do well to recall, among
many, the activities of the ISIS
bride Shamima Begum, who
had been stripped of her British
citizenship and the forceful cam-
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(Author is a policy
analyst)

Vietnam became the first coun-
try to break ranks with the
global community to cut the
policy rates. The Central bank
of Vietnam surprised the

global economists to cut the benchmark
interest rate. The East Asian nation was
wary of the fact that the blind-walking
alongside the US Federal Reserve to
keep raising the interest rates would
have surely taken its economy into fast
downturn. 

Europe remains hawkish with rate
hikes, increasing the policy rate by 50 basis
points last week. Jerome Powell, the head
of the US Federal Reserve, has come under
intense fire within his country. He is being
accused of walking the US economy to the
doorsteps of a deep recession. He has been
dogged in pursuit of higher interest rates
despite fellow members cautioning him of
risks associated with hawkish measures. 

Within a span of a few days, three
banks in the US have come to their knees,
with one collapsing in 48 hours. The US
and Europe are now battling the worst
fears of economists of banks failing the
high interest regime. The monetary pol-
icy meeting (MPC) of the Reserve Bank
of India will meet in the first week of April.
The concerned stakeholders are watching
out with intense curiosity to see if the
MPC of the RBI will be wiser from the
immediate global experiences of follow-
ing a hawkish path.

Inflation indeed is a cause of concern.
The poor suffers the most from an
uncontrolled inflation. Therefore, there is
an unequivocal understanding that infla-
tion must be tamed with all the policy
might available at the RBI and the govern-
ment. 

But it must not be ignored that high
interest rates may be suicidal for the econ-
omy, as a number of factors make it less
effective at controlling inflation, while
harmful economic growth more. High
interest rates drive away capital, which
may exacerbate inflation further, while
harming emerging economies more by
putting pressure on their currencies. 

Several studies and reports have taken

note of the creditstress, harming
small businesses and low-income
households, who are most sensitive
to changes in interest rates, while
being at loan repayments risks
when rates are high. Also, econom-
ic growth naturally takes the blows
of high interest rate regime, as pri-
vate investment and private con-
sumption take backseat in the
economy.

Furthermore, increasing inter-
est rates may not address the
underlying causes of inflation,
which can be caused by a range of
factors, including rise in the money
supply, high production costs, or
changes in consumer demand.
For instance high cereal costs in
India is driving inflation high.
Indeed, core inflation is also stay-
ing above six per cent. But cereal
and fruits are making the manage-
ment of inflation a daunting task.
India indeed needs to take steps to
work on post-harvest manage-
ment with the participation of the
private capital to ensure that the
cereals, fruits and vegetables don’t
march on high price trajectory to
give fresh legs to inflation. 

Thus, it’s incumbent upon the
policymakers to consider targeted
interventions to address specific
drivers of inflation. The govern-
ment has done well by proactive-
ly asking the Food Corporation of
India (FCI) to auction the public
wheat stock in the open market.
The four rounds of the auctions of
the wheat stocks have shown
sobering impact on the wheat
prices, which have significantly
cooled down in the last few days.

Similar interventions are need-
ed to cool down the prices of the
specific drivers stepping up the
inflation. The price stabilization
fund, which is a mechanism cre-
ated by the Centre, to deal with the
volatility in the prices of food items
needs effective utilization. This has

to be done by the state govern-
ments with effective utilization of
the market intelligence architec-
ture. It will be worthwhile to
explore if there could be a mech-
anism to incentivize the states for
better performances on the price
stabilization front.  

Failures among banks, includ-
ing Silicon Valley Bank (SVB),
have been attributed to a variety of
factors, with high-interest rates
bring the principal culprit, which
has proven to be unsustainable and
even disastrous. Banks resort to
offer high-interest rates to attract
depositors in pursuit of rapid
growth. But the banks tend to gain
customers who are primarily inter-
ested in the rate, leading to a high-
er concentration of risky or unsta-
ble deposits. This makes banks
becoming host to hot money,
which can make a sudden flight
from the first sign of stress, as had
been the case with Silicon Valley
Bank and other regional banks in
the US.

By all accounts the RBI will not
be able to meet the projected
inflation rate of 5.7 per cent for this
fiscal. This will be possible only if
inflation crashes by over 230
points in the last month of the
financial year. This will call for the
RBI to explain why it failed in the
inflation management as man-
dated by Parliament. We already
know that couple of the members
of the MPC had opposed the
Repo Rate hike in the last meeting.
Therefore, it will be desired that the
RBI embraces a course correction
in the light of the fresh develop-
ments globally. 

Pausing the rate hike trend will
be most desired by the stakehold-
ers. Cut in the rate hikes will, how-
ever, be the demand of the prevail-
ing situations. Also, the fact that
India had not resorted to printing
of currencies to deal with the sit-

uations arising out of the Covid-
19 pandemic may be factored in
since the market is not flush with
cash that requires to be sucked out.
Indeed, the US and the European
nations had excessively printed
their currencies to deal with the
economic crises due to the pan-
demic. They may require flushing
out the excess cash from the sys-
tem to control the inflation. This
is surely not the case in India. 

But it must not be forgotten
that India has paid a heavy prices
for such quick-fix approach of the
government to deal with the situ-
ations arising out of the econom-
ic crisis. The UPA government led
by Manmohan Singh, former
prime minister, had done exactly
the same thing, of giving cash in
the hands of the people in its bid
to find an easy way out of the eco-
nomic crisis, which India faced in
the wake of the 2008 global crisis.
This had led Indi to double-digit
food inflation for the remainder of
the term of the UPA government.
It was only when Narendra Modi
took charge of the country as the
prime minister that the Central
government could tame the run-
away food inflation with agile
policy making. 

The weather scientists have
warned that India may have to face
El Nino this year. There may be a
risk of weather pattern disruptions,
which could also have bearing on
prices of several items, which con-
stitute the retail inflation basket.
This also calls for the RBI to elic-
it wider participation in the
process of the inflation manage-
ment, since some of the solutions
may lie in the domains of the
Centre and the state governments. 

It must be understood that
working in silos is an ailment that
made India suffer the most. The
RBI must make sure that it’s not
working from silos. 
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Just as we need reforms in
many other areas,
Parliament needs reforms

urgently. Right now, both
Houses remain paralysed. The
Opposition is looking for pub-
lic and media attention to
embarrass the Government,
while the Government is also
in an aggressive mood.

The BJP opposed the ear-
lier Congress Governments
precisely as the Congress is fol-
lowing now, everything which
could attract the public and
media attention. The direct TV
telecast also makes members
play to the gallery. 

The face-off between the
adamant Treasury Benches
and the belligerent Opposition
continues over two controver-
sial issues. The first concerns
Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi's recent alleged defam-

atory comments about the
Modi government in the U.K.
Strangely, the treasury bench-
es are demanding, "Rahul
Gandhi sadan mein aao, sadan
mein aakar maafi mango
(Rahul Gandhi come to the
House and apologise).”

The second comes from
the Opposition, which
demands a Joint Parliamentary
Committee (JPC) probe into
the Adani-Hindenburg issue.
The Adoni issue had been sim-
mering for some time, but the
Government has been unwill-
ing to discuss it in the House.

The second half of the
budget session opened on
March 13. The row has
become intense now, with the
Opposition taking to the
streets. The Congress also
gave a privilege notice against
Prime Minister Narendra

Modi in Lok Sabha.
Commerce Minister

Piyush Goyal said, “A member
of this House (meaning Rahul
Gandhi) went abroad and
made defamatory comments.
He has to tender an apology.
And how these people (some
Opposition MPs) who are
protesting and carrying plac-
ards in the House should be
acted against; in my opinion,
they should be suspended.” 

This brings us to the larg-
er question of Parliament's
functioning. There are enough
checks and balances.
Parliament's liberal framework
provides many opportunities
for vigorous debate, discussion,
and dissent. Political parties
must replace disorder, disrup-
tion and delay in legislation
with debate, discussion, and
decision in a  democracy. The

adage is while the Opposition
should have its say, the
Government should have its
way.

Historically, there was a
degree of homogeneity in both
Houses in the fifties and six-
ties. Many members 

like  Piloo Modii enlivened
the  House with their repartees,
humour, and healthy debates
while maintaining the dignity
and decorum of the House. 

Congress shrank since the
eighties while others, includ-
ing regional parties, grew,
leading to coalition politics. 

Another area for improve-
ment is the duration of sittings.
Most state legislatures sit for
barely 30 days a year. In some,
like Haryana and Punjab, the
average is about a fortnight.
The Parliament spends less
time on legislative business

resulting in lawmakers spend-
ing less time on law-making. 

The first three Lok Sabhas
sat for an average of 120 DAYS
a year. The Lok Sabha spent
less than 10 minutes to pass a
law, and the Rajya Sabha less
than half an hour. 

The National Commission
to Review the Working of the
Constitution recommended
that Lok Sabha should have at
least 120 and Rajya Sabha 100
sittings. A single minute in
Parliament leads to an expen-
diture of Rs. 2.5 lakhs approx
to the exchequer.

The former chief justice
N.V. Ramana recently lament-
ed how Parliament passed
laws without deliberation and
debate. The judiciary interprets
the law and always looks for
the discussion before passing
the law. The presiding officers

of both Houses have time and
again urged the members to
maintain the dignity of the
House in mind.

There should be a com-
plete revamp of the rules to
make clearing legislation and
discussion on issues open,
transparent, and outcome-ori-
ented.  Secondly, political par-
ties should choose eminent
men and women as members.

Thirdly, new members
should be given adequate time
to participate in the proceed-
ings. 

Fourthly, the party leaders
should focus more on
Parliament's functioning as
they are also stakeholders. 

Fifthly, Question Hour
should not be disturbed as that
is when Government answers
many questions. The cancella-
tion of Zero Hour and

Question Hour indicates that
parliamentary reforms are
urgently needed.

Sixthly, presiding officers
should be given more teeth.

Seventhly, accommoda-
tion and negotiations should
be part of the conduct of the
House. 

Eighthly, new members
should be trained to under-
stand the House's rules and
regulations. 

The parliamentary com-
mittees have gradually
decreased their number of sit-
tings. The Government also
only refers some pieces of leg-
islation to the committee. 

A healthy democracy
needs a fit functioning
Parliament. Indian democra-
cy has matured over the years,
and it is time to make some
necessary corrective issues.
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(The author is a senior 
journalist)
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Japanese Prime Minister
Fumio Kishida on Monday

said India is indispensable for
peace and stability in the Indo-
Pacific and no country should
use force or coercion in trying
to drive their territorial claims,
after unveiling his plan for the
region.  These observations
were in apparent reference to
Russia and China.

Delivering the 41st Sapru
House lecture, Kishida also
strongly condemned Russia's
aggression against Ukraine
and said global principles of
respecting sovereignty and ter-
ritorial integrity must be
adhered to in every corner of
the world.

On the Ukraine conflict,
Kishida also noted Prime
Minister Narendra Modi's

message to Russian President
Vladimir Putin that 'today's era
is not of war'.

The Japanese prime min-
ister delivered the lecture in the
presence of a gathering of top
diplomats, envoys and strate-
gic affairs experts, hours after
holding wide-ranging talks
with Prime Minister Modi on
further strengthening the
India-Japan 'Special Strategic
and Global Partnership'. "India
is indispensable," Kishida said
while elaborating on his vision
for a free and open Indo-
Pacific. The Japanese prime
minister also said Tokyo will
collaborate closely with New
Delhi in contributing to sta-
bility in the South Asian
region.

"Free and Open Indo-
Pacific (FOIP) is a vision gain-
ing traction. The FOIP is a
visionary concept. It is to

defend rule of law and free-
dom," he said.

Kishida said countries
must follow the United Nations
principles of respect for sov-
ereignty and territorial integri-
ty and peaceful resolution of
disputes.

"Peace is paramount. The
principles such as respect for
sovereignty, territorial integri-
ty and opposition to unilater-
al changes to status quo by
force must be followed. The
principles should be adhered to
in every corner of the world,"
Kishida said.

His comments came amid
increasing global concerns
over the Russian invasion of
Ukraine and China's military
muscle-flexing in the Indo-
Pacific. Kishida said states
should not use force or coer-
cion in trying to drive their
claims at sea.
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Parliament  was adjourned
for the day on Monday

without transacting any busi-
ness as the deadlock continued
between  the ruling and the
opposition parties  over Rahul
Gandhi’s alleged ‘anti-India’
remark  in Loonon  and a
demand  for a  Joint-
Parliamentary Committee
(JPC)  probe into  the charges
of share manipulation against
the Adani business Group.

Both the houses of
Parliament have not conduct-
ed any business since the start
of the second-leg of  the bud-
get session on March 13.

In a repeat of scenes of the
earlier days,  Lok Sabha
Speaker Om Birla again  asked
agitating members to come to
his chamber to discuss issues
and find a way out.

“You come, sit and discuss.
Both the ruling side and oppo-
sition come to the chamber and
discuss. We will find a solution
and run the House. We will dis-
cuss your topics and issues
also,” he said after the house
resumed proceedings for the
day and members of the trea-
sury benches  raised the issue
of  Rahul’s  remarks.

Countering the treasury
benches, opposition members,
including those from the
Congress, also shouted slo-
gans demanding a JPC  probe
into alleged stock manipulation
by the Adani Group.

“Sit down. Let the Question
Hour continue….Nation wants
to watch the House proceed-
ings. This House belongs to
you,” Speaker Birla said in an

effort to bring the House in
order.He also assured the mem-
bers that they will get adequate
opportunity to speak as per
rules after the Question Hour.

The Speaker also objected
to Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD)
member Harsimrat Kaur Badal
showing a placard from her
seat, saying it was not allowed
in the House.

“Please allow Parliament
function” was written on one
side of the SAD member's
placard while “save democracy”
was written on the other side.

As the members refused to
relent, the Speaker adjourned
the proceedings till 2 pm. It was
adjourned for the day after it
resumed in the afternoon.

Rajya Saba too was
adjourned for the day in the
afternoon after its proceed-
ings  remained derailed in the
morning session.

As soon as the Upper
House reassembled for the
afternoon session, after being
adjourned in the morning ses-
sion, Deputy Chairman
Harivansh asked Sujeet Kumar
(BJD) to raise a discussion on
the working of the Ministry of
Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship amid sloga-

neering by the treasury bench
and the opposition members.

Even as Kumar tried to
speak, the slogan shouting con-
tinued, forcing the deputy
chairman to adjourn the House
for the day.

Earlier, as the House
assembled for the day, the rul-
ing and opposition parties
traded barbs over Rahul’s
remark in London and the
demand for the probe into
allegations against the Adani
Group.

During the morning ses-
sion, as the ruling BJP and the
opposition parties kept shout-
ing slogans, Chairman Jagdeep
Dhankhar had adjourned the
proceedings till 2 pm.

Dhankhar said he had
received notices under rule
267-9 from Congress members,
including Pramod Tiwari,
Rajneet Ranjan, Kumar Ketkar,
Syed Nasir Hussain, Amee
Yajnik, AKhilesh Prasad Singh,
Neeraj Dangi and Mukul
Wasnik, to discuss the failure of
the government to constitute a
joint parliamentary committee
(JPC) to look into allegations of
accounting fraud and stock
market manipulation against
the Adani Group.
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Several opposition parties on
Monday accused the gov-

ernment of stalling Parliament
and finding ways to divert
attention from the opposition
demand for a Joint
Parliamentary Committee
probe (JPC) into the Adani
issue.

Leaders of opposition par-
ties, including those from the
Congress, DMK, RJD, CPI-M,
CPI, NCP, JDU, AAP, and Shiv
Sena, met in the chamber of
Leader of Opposition
Mallikarjun Kharge in
Parliament House complex and
coordinated their strategy on
the demand for a JPC into the
Adani issue.

Speaking to reporter out-
side Parliament House,
Congress deputy leader in
Rajya Sabha Pramod Tiwari
claimed nothing happens in the

BJP without the directions of
the prime minister. Despite
several attempts our demand
for a JPC is not being accept-
ed, he said.

"Why is the government
shying away from JPC...The
BJP is running away from JPC
and is finding ways to divert
attention and is not allowing
Parliament to function. We
have pledged that till the time
JPC is not constituted, we will
not budge and continue with
our struggle. This is not for
leaders, but for the people,"
Tiwari said.

"You may carry on with
'police Raj', it is indicative of
dictatorship. This seems just a
trailer of dictatorship and the
real dictatorship is yet to come,"
he charged.

Ram Gopal Yadav of the
Samajwadi Party said if a JPC
probe is held then the real cul-
prits will come out and the BJP
will stand "exposed".
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With the ruling party con-
tinuously mounting pres-

sure, Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi on Monday wrote to
Lok Sabha Speaker Om Birla to
allow him to speak in the Lok
Sabha over his democracy
remarks made in London.
Congress president Mallikarjun
Kharge said time has been
sought for Rahul Gandhi to
speak in the Lok Sabha on
Tuesday and he will make his
statement if allowed. He has not
made any public statement
about his London remarks yet.

Kharge also slammed the
Modi government over the
Delhi Police team reaching
Rahul Gandhi's residence on
Sunday to inquire about his
"women are still being sexual-
ly assaulted" statement made
during the Bharat Jodo Yatra.
"This is an attempt to target and
harass. They want to weaken us
by intimidation, but we will not
get scared or be weakened,"

Kharge said.
Party general secretary

Priyanka Gandhi too attacked
the Centre over the Delhi
Police's notice to her brother
Rahul Gandhi and said the
people of the country are
watching all the exploits of "the
corrupt BJP government" and
will reply when the time comes.

BJP has launched a major
offensive against him and has
been stalling both houses of
Parliament while demanding
an apology from him. The rul-
ing party has accused the
Congress leader of seeking for-
eign intervention as "democ-
racy in India is under threat".
The former Congress chief has

however defended his state-
ment at a meeting of the
Parliamentary Consultative
Committee for External Affairs
and has claimed that he has
never insulted the country.

Rahul Gandhi had met
Birla last week after his return
from the UK and on the same
day told the Press that he

requested the Lok Sabha pre-
siding officer to allow him to
speak in the House. Congress
leaders said that Rahul Gandhi
wants to speak in the Lok
Sabha to clarify his remarks
made in London, over which
the BJP is demanding an apol-
ogy from him after accusing
him of insulting the country
and its institutions on foreign
soil.

In a tweet message
Priyanka Gandhi said, "Notice
is being given to Mr Rahul
Gandhi as to why did you
raise the voice of women, dal-
its, tribals, poor, farmers and
youth who were suffering from
atrocities?" "PM's friend
Gautam Adani accused of hav-
ing business relations with 38
shell companies abroad, no
notice. Infiltration of fake com-
pany in defense sector through
Adani, no notice. The govern-
ment itself is accused of chang-
ing the rules to benefit Adani,
not even discussed in the
Parliament," the Congress gen-
eral secretary said.
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The Ministry of Home
Affairs (MHA) has recom-

mended a CBI inquiry against
activist Harsh Mander’s NGO
‘Aman Biradari’.  MHA officials
on Monday said a CBI inquiry
has been recommended against
the NGO for violation of var-
ious provisions of the Foreign
Contribution (Regulation) Act.
Mander, who was a member of
the Sonia Gandhi-led National
Advisory Council during the
erstwhile UPA Government,
founded Aman Biradari -- "a
people's campaign for a secu-
lar, peaceful, just and humane
world". 

All NGOs receiving for-
eign funding have to manda-
torily register with the Home
Ministry under the FCRA.
According to Mander's website
(https://harshmander.In), he is
the "founder of Aman Biradari,
a people's campaign for a sec-

ular, peaceful, just and humane
world, established after the
Gujarat communal carnage of
2002". 

"Aman Biradari works
closely with other people's
organisations and groups for
the defence of secularism; for
public compassion; and for
promoting the values of the
constitution," it states.  In
October 2022, the MHA had
cancelled the FCRA registra-
tion of the Rajiv Gandhi
Foundation (RGF) and the
Rajiv Gandhi Charitable Trust
(RGCT) -- two NGOs headed
by Congress leader Sonia
Gandhi -- for alleged violation
of laws. 
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Aday after TV screens
installed at platform num-

ber 10 at Patna railway station
played a porn clip, the Railways
on Monday said it has cancelled
the contract of the agency
responsible for relaying adver-
tisements on the screens.

Passengers at the Patna
Junction railway station were in
for a shock on Sunday when
TV screens installed at the
platforms displayed a porn
video clip. Confirming the
incident, a railway official said
on Monday the private opera-
tor who was given the contract
has been "blacklisted" and
booked in FIRs lodged sepa-
rately by the RPF and GRP.

In a statement, Virendra
Kumar, Chief Public Relations
Officer, East Central Railway
(ECR), said that two FIRs have
been registered against the
agency, one each by the Railway
Protection Force (RPF) and the
Government Railway Police
(GRP).

"A serious note was taken
of the lapse when the matter
was reported. The tender
awarded to the operator con-
cerned has been terminated
forthwith and he is being black-
listed for any future contracts",
said Virendra Kumar, chief
public relations officer of East
Central Railway zone.

"All TV screens installed by
the operator have been dis-
connected. The RPF and GRP
have registered separate FIRs in
connection with the embar-
rassing incident. Investigations
into it are on", he added.
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The Supreme Court on Monday directed all High Courts to
set up RTI portals within three months. The apex court also

asked High Courts to implement RTI portals in district judiciary
also. The bench headed by Chief Justice DY Chandrachud said
the apex court had also set up a portal for filing RTI applica-
tions to help people access information about the top court. The
bench, also comprising Justices PS Narasimha and JB Pardiwala,
was apprised that the High Courts of Delhi, Madhya Pradesh and
Odisha have already set up web portals for the purpose, while
in Karnataka the High Court is using the website which is being
set up by the State Government. 

"We are of the view that such an exercise be carried out by
all the High Courts in the country no later than within a peri-
od of three months from the date of this order," the bench said.
The apexcourt was hearing a plea seeking direction to the reg-
istrar general of all high courts to establish and operationalise
online RTI portal, both for the high courts as well as the district
judiciary. 
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Healthy dogs and cats could
be passing on multidrug-

resistant organisms (MDROs;
bacteria that resist treatment
with more than one antibiotic)
to their hospitalized owners,
and vice versa. according to
new research being presented
at this year's European
Congress of Clinical
Microbiology & Infectious
Diseases (ECCMID) in
Copenhagen, Denmark to be
held next month. However,
the researchers have also clar-
ified that “we identified only a
handful of cases suggesting

that neither cat nor dog own-
ership is an important risk
factor for multidrug-resistant
organism colonization in hos-
pital patients."

The study of over 2,800
hospital patients and their
companion animals is by Dr.
Carolin Hackmann from
Charité University Hospital
Berlin, Germany, and col-

leagues.
"Our findings verify that

the sharing of multidrug-resis-
tant organisms between com-
panion animals and their own-
ers is possible," said Dr.
Hackmann.

The role of pets as poten-
tial reservoirs of MDROs is a
growing concern worldwide.
Antimicrobial resistance hap-
pens when infection-causing
microbes (such as bacteria,
viruses or fungi) evolve to
become resistant to the drug
designed to kill them. Estimates
suggest that antimicrobial resis-
tant infections caused almost
1.3 million deaths and were
associated with nearly 5 million

deaths around the world in
2019.

In this case control study,
researchers wanted to find out
whether pets (ie, cats and dogs)
play a role in the infection of
hospital patients with MDROs.

They focused on the most
common superbugs in hospital
patients—methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA), vancomycin-resistant
enterococci (VRE), 3rd gener-
ation cephalosporin-resistant
Enterobacterales (3GCRE) and
c a r b a p e n e m - r e s i s t a n t
Enterobacterales (CRE), which
are resistant to multiple antibi-
otics including penicillin and
cephalosporins.
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While the West has seen steady fall
in incidence of road traffic acci-

dents, India continues to record high-
er injuries with nearly 1,50,000 deaths
annually of which 25 per cent is con-
tributed by two wheeler road mishaps,
doctors flagged concerns on World
Head Injuries Awareness Day on
Monday.

Among children particularly under
12, prominent reasons for death are a
fall from a height, usually a balcony, they
said. As per the Government 2020 data,
328 people died every day due to road
traffic accidents.

Dr Deepak Gupta, Professor of
Neurosurgery at AIIMS, pointed out
that helmets reduce risk of death and
head injury by 50-60 per cent. “Two
times higher deaths have been  noted

in non-helmeted riders, the majority of
whom are women compared to hel-
meted riders. No doubt, helmets reduce
risk of death by 50 per cent.

“With helmets, hospital deaths are
reduced by 16 per cent, cervical spine
injuries are lesser and facial injuries are
also lesser by 12—60 per cent. New road
safety rules should be followed ( Six
airbags in LMVs , mandatory seat belt

usage for back seat riders, helmets for
pillion riders) introduced by the
Government,” he added.

Now the doctors have launched two
campaigns, ‘SAHE’’ that aims to create
awareness about safety gears like seat
belts, airbags, helmets  and  road eti-
quettes while another is about ‘safe bal-
cony’ as a disturbing chunk of accidents
is due to fall from the balcony.

Well known neurologist Dr AK
Mahapatra pointed out that high falls
contributes to 5-7% of TBI, a unique
injury pattern reported from India.
“Many of these are potentially pre-
ventable if one targets improved bal-
cony/barricading/ check on new
home/work place building norms,” he
said.

Similarly, over speeding and drowsy
driving continues to be the greatest
killer on new highways. Dr Gupta also

underscored the fact that investment in
precautionary measures was meager
when compared to the cost incurred on
treatment post TBI.

To draw home his point, he said that
helmets cost Rs 2500, seat belts cost Rs
1000 and expenditure incurred on car
airbags is a few thousand rupees and in
fact they are pre-fitted in your vehicle.
But if severely  injured, costs incurred
can run more than Rs 10-50 lakhs in
private set ups and months of stays in
public hospitals. Needless to say, pain,
agony and loss of bread earners of the
family are priceless, he added.

Dr Deepak Jha, Neurosurgeon from
AIIMS, Jodhpur talked about the gov-
ernment's role in enforcing the law such
as mandatory seat belts for both front
and rear passengers in the cars and
headgears for men and women on two-
wheelers.
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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on

Monday grilled BRS leader K
Kavitha for over 10 hours after
she appeared before the agency
for a second round of ques-
tioning in the money launder-
ing probe linked to the Delhi
excise policy ‘scam’.

Kavitha entered the ED
headquarters here at 10:30 AM
and after making formalities
like marking attendance, her
questioning and recording of
statement under the Prevention
of Money Laundering Act
began at about 11 AM and con-
tinued till about 9.30 PM, offi-
cials said.

The 44-year-old Bharat

Rashtra Samithi MLC daugh-
ter of Telangana Chief Minister
K Chandrashekar Rao has been
asked to appear again on
Tuesday, they said.

She was first questioned in
the case on March 11 for
around nine hours following
which she was summoned
again on March 16.Kavitha
had skipped the deposition
last week citing her pending
plea before the Supreme Court

for relief against the ED action
in the case.

The agency, however,
rejected her claims and asked
her to depose on March 20.
The apex court has fixed the
hearing on her petition on
March 24.

On March 11, Kavitha was
confronted with the statements
made by Hyderabad-based
businessman Arun
Ramchandran Pillai, an arrest-
ed accused in the case who
allegedly shares close ties with
her, apart from some other sus-
pects in the case.

During Monday’s session,
Kavitha is said to have been
physically confronted with
Pillai and her former auditor
Butchibabu Gorantla, officials

said.
The ED has been on record

stating that Pillai "represented
the South Group", an alleged
liquor cartel linked to Kavitha
and others, that paid kick-
backs amounting to about Rs
100 crore to the Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) to gain a larger
share of the market in the
national capital under the now-
scrapped Delhi excise policy for
2020-21.

The "South Group" com-
prises Sarath Reddy (promot-
er of Aurobindo Pharma),
Magunta Srinivasulu Reddy
(YSR Congress MP from
Ongole Lok Sabha seat in
Andhra Pradesh), his son
Raghav Magunta, Kavitha and
others, according to the ED.
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The Supreme Court on
Monday clubbed three

FIRs lodged against Congress
leader Pawan Khera for
allegedly making objection-
able remarks against Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
transferred them to the
Hazratganj police station in
Uttar Pradesh's Lucknow.

Extending the interim
bail till April 10, a bench
comprising Chief Justice D Y
Chandrachud and Justices P
S Narasimha and J  B
Pardiwala took note of the
facts that three FIRs were
lodged against Khera. Out of
the three FIRs, two were
lodged at the Cantonment
police station in Varanasi
and the Hazratganj police
station in Lucknow. The third
FIR was lodged in Assam. 

The apex court bench
directed that the three FIRs
stand transferred to
Hazratganj police station in
Lucknow. Khera, whose inter-
im bail was extended till
April 10, will have to appear
before the court of competent
jurisdiction in Lucknow to

seek regular bail in the mat-
ter. 

The apex court, from
time to t ime, had been
extending the interim bail of
Khera who was arrested by
the Assam Police on February
23 in connection with his
alleged remarks against Modi
made at a press conference in
Mumbai on February 17. 

The Congress spokesper-
son was arrested from the
Delhi airport after he was de-
boarded from a plane that
was supposed to take him to
Raipur.  He obtained bail
from a magisterial court here
on February 23 after CJI-led
bench granted him interim
bail during an urgent hearing
earlier in day.
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Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi on Monday called

on party leaders in the state to
fight the BJP with unity, as he
exuded confidence of  "sweep-
ing" the forthcoming
Karnataka Assembly polls with
absolute majority.

He also announced unem-
ployment allowance for the
youth, as the party's fourth poll
guarantee, on coming to power.
The Congress has already
announced three poll ‘guaran-
tees' — 200 units of free power
to all households (Gruha Jyoti),
Rs 2,000 monthly assistance to
the woman head of every fam-
ily (Gruha Lakshmi), and 10 kg
of rice free to every member of
a BPL household (Anna
Bhagya). 

Addressing a public rally at
Belagavi in northern
Karnataka, Gandhi hit out at
the BJP-led Central govern-
ment, saying "this country
belongs to everyone, does not
belong to two to three select-
ed, it is not Adani's".  "Select
people, who are BJP's friends,
are getting all the benefits. It is

leading to corruption," the
Wayanad MP alleged. Gandhi
and AICC President M
Mallikarjun Kharge, who hails
from the state, said an unem-
ployment allowance of Rs 3,000
per month would be given for
graduates and Rs 1,500 for
diploma holders for two years
in the event of the party gain-
ing power in the State, where
Assembly elections are due by
May. Gandhi attacked the
Basavaraj Bommai government

in Karnataka, dubbing it as the
"most corrupt government".
"It is a 40 per cent commission
government," he claimed. The
Congress, on coming to power,
will fill up all the government
job vacancies in Karnataka, he
asserted. Exuding confidence
in the party winning the
Assembly election, Gandhi
said: "All Congress leaders will
fight the Karnataka Assembly
election united, Congress will
sweep this election." 
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Only Lord Krishna can
crack the mutli-depart-

mental and multi-layered
recruitment scandals.” That
was how an advocate repre-
senting the Enforcement
Directorate on Monday put
his case before a designated
court in Kolkata while
demanding custody of Ayan Sil
a builder and a latest fish net-
ted by the Agency presently
investigating the multi-crore
school level recruitment scam
in Bengal.

The arrest of Sil a close aide
of jailed Trinamool Congress
leader Shantanu Banerjee has
opened a new dimension in the
recruitment scandal, ED told
the court adding his arrest has
unveiled a parallel scam in the
municipal department.

A 38-hour raid in Sil’s
house has yielded incriminat-
ing documents and hard discs
which are a “data mine,” and
have brought to the surface ille-
gal appointment of at least
5,000 civic employees in 60
municipalities out of which
seven are in North 24 Parganas

bordering Kolkata only, the
ED told the court. 

For the first time the
Agency has stumbled upon a
detailed “rate chart” for jobs at
Sil’s residence. According to
this rate chart Group D
employees including the
sweepers, drivers etc were
charged Rs 4 lakh per job
while for Group C jobs includ-
ing assistant teachers and typ-
ist an aspirant had to cough up
Rs 7 lakh, the ED referring to
the hard discs and documents
said.

The Agency has also recov-
ered several hundred original
OMR sheets apparently refer-
ring to the 2012 Teachers’
Eligibility Test (TET) exams,
sources said. Besides, like
Shantanu Banerjee and
Anubrata Mondal, the senior
TMC leader of cattle smuggling
fame, Sil too had taken
recourse to at least 50 fake
accounts to chanelise his black
money, sources said. 

Earlier after arresting
Banerjee, a TMC leader from
Hooghly district the ED had
told the court that they had
struck a “gold mine” adding

how the CDR or call data
recorder of his two mobile
phones had yielded the names
of some topmost politicians of
the State.

“The names cannot be
revealed in the open court
considering its political sensi-
tivity and hence they have
been listed in the case diary,”
the ED officials said leading the
Opposition parties to immedi-
ately demand interrogation of
such “senior most” leaders
based in South Kolkata.

In Sil’s case too, the ED
said the CDR has revealed the
names of 4-5 “influential per-
sons,” who played an important
role in money transaction and
functioning of the multi-
departmental and multi-lay-
ered job racket, sources said.

The ED officials pointed
out that apart from SSC and
municipal job scam, the “data
mine” recovered from Sil’s res-
idence could also lead to a par-
allel recruitment scandal in
Fire Brigade department too,
adding the data were being
studied in that respect. 

Reacting to the Monday’s
arrest Bengal Opposition

Leader Suvendu Adhikari said
he was contemplating a Public
Interest Litigation seeking rev-
elation of the educational cer-
tificates of the employees
appointed in the past one
decade.

“The TMC’s organized job
syndicate has left no depart-
ment untouched … I want
someone to file a PIL so that
the certificates based on which
these people have obtained
their jobs … most of these jobs
were given to the close aides of
the TMC leaders, MLAs, MPs,
councilors etc,” he said.

When contacted, Bengal
Municipal Affairs Minister
Firhad Hakim said that he
would soon order an internal
inquiry to ascertain whether
there were people who had
obtained their jobs illegally.

Last eight months have
seen recovery of cash and
property worth several hun-
dred crores and arrest of a
number of senior ministers,
MLAs, leaders, party strong-
men and senior government
functionaries including vice
chancellors and secondary
board chairmen.
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Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi on Monday said

he cannot be intimidated by
the repeated political attacks
on him, police being sent to
his house numerous times or
the many cases lodged against
him as he believes in the truth
and always stood with it.

Gandhi's remarks came in
the wake of a Delhi police
team reaching his residence
on Sunday to inquire about
his "women are still being sex-
ually assaulted" statement
made during the nationwide
Bharat Jodo Yatra. 

"Many people may be
scared of the Prime Minister,
BJP, RSS and the police, but I
am not. I am not scared of
them in the least and that is
their problem. 
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After holding talks with
Samajwadi Party chieftain

Akhilesh Yadav, Bengal Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee is
likely to visit Odisha later this
week apparently to meet her
counterpart Naveen Patnaik.
Banerjee who will visit the
Puri Jagannath Temple will
also “call on Navin Babu” at
Bhubaneshwar, senior leaders
in the Trinamool Congress
said not ruling out political
talks between the two leaders. 

Banerjee — a devotee of
Lord Jagannath — who seems
to have been facing one of the
worst crises of her political
career in the wake of the multi-
departmental recruitment
scam exploding the her gov-
ernment’s face sending a num-
ber of her close aides including
Partha Chattaerjee and
Anubrata Mondal to jail will
offer special prayers at the
Jagannath Temple, sources said.

Banerjee had performed a
yagna or special prayers at her
residence ahead of the 2021
Assembly elections that saw her
coming out with flying colours

routing the BJP by many miles. 
Though Banerjee is likely

to raise a dialogue on a possi-
ble non-BJP, non-Congress
alliance the Biju Janata Dal
chief who too has maintained
equi-distance from the two
national parties is unlikely to
join the alliance being con-
templated by Banerjee, Yadav et
al, sources said reminding
Patnaik had hardly been in any
political meeting which was
staunchly anti-Narendra Modi. 

Earlier this week like
Banerjee, SP chief too had said
that they were not contem-
plating any Congress-led
alliance against the BJP adding
however that they would defi-
nitely try to stitch together an
alliance keeping the two bigger
parties out.
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Former Jammu and Kashmir
Chief Minister and National

Conference vice-president Omar
Abdullah on Monday observed
that his party machinery was still
intact and flourishing in the
plain areas of Jammu region
against all odds.

Sporting a white headgear
Omar, in his inimical style, also
lashed out at the ruling Bharatiya
Janta Party (BJP)  for not show-
ing  raw courage to hold the
much-awaited Assembly polls in
Jammu and Kashmir (J&K).
Omar while addressing his first
public meeting, after the
Abrogation of Article 370, in
Bajalta area of Jammu also
charged that BJP was not ready
to face electorate and that's why
they were running away on one
pretext or the other from hold-
ing elections. First they said it is
necessary to complete delimita-
tion of Assembly constituencies
then they said summary revision
of electoral rolls should also be
completed. Then they talked
about weather not being con-
ducive but now they have no jus-
tification to further delay the
polls. Abdullah said the weath-
er is getting pleasant, they have
only two reasons for delaying the
polls further, one could be the
worsening security situation

which they claim has improved
and the second being that they
are afraid to face the voters.“If
they had been brave, they would
have gone for the elections. 

After today’s public rally,
some people (among the BJP)
who were supportive of early
elections will also feel jittery,” he
said in an apparent reference to
former legislator Devender Singh
Rana who resigned from the post
of NC provincial president and
joined the BJP in October 2021.

Abdullah said the public
meeting has proved beyond any
doubt that the NC is alive both
in Kashmir and the Jammu
province.  “People come and go
but those who have love for the
organisation and are not linked
to any particular individual will
stay back because they are with
the party’s principles, flag and
agenda,” he said. The NC will
show its real strength during the
assembly elections, Abdullah
asserted. “They will try to
polarise the situation as they are
doing elsewhere in the country.
We have to frustrate their
attempts by standing united,” he
said.

The former chief minister
said for the first time he is wit-
nessing a government which
“feels happiness in inflicting dif-
ficulties on the people. It will be
better to get rid of this govern-

ment as soon as possible”.
“They are only engaged in

propaganda, drama and
showoff… Sometime back, we
heard of an outside company
making an investment in
Srinagar but it proved much
ado about nothing,” the NC
leader said referring to the Emaar
group of United Arab Emirates
laying the foundation of a mega
mall project worth Rs 500 crore
on Sunday. He said his party was
accused of being an obstacle in
the path of development and job
creation, and asked what hap-
pened over the past three years.
“There is no new project, and
recruitment for government jobs
was cancelled owing to scams,”
Abdullah said.

Those who celebrated the
abrogation of Article 370 in
Ladakh and Jammu are equally
sad, he claimed. “We were angry
from day one but there were
some people who celebrated it
with a hope of ‘New J&K’. 

The people in Jammu suf-
fered economically because of the
stopping of the darbar move and
anti-encroachment drive, while
Leh people are openly expressing
that they were happy to be part
of J&K,” the NC leader said.
Abdullah also took a dig at the
administration over an alleged
imposter, Kiran Patel, who was
arrested in Srinagar early this

month and said “the deserving
are not getting their rights but the
frauds are getting benefited”.

“Instead of finding the real-
ity of Patel before treating him as
a VIP, they bowed before him.
My colleagues who faced (terror)
attacks were not given an escort,
he (Patel) was given adequate
security, five star accommoda-
tion and taken to LoC with
many officers lined up to seek
recommendations for transfer
and promotions,” he said. He said
nobody can deny the differ-
ences between Kashmir and
Jammu as far as weather and cul-
ture is concerned but what “we
witness today is that both the
regions are having common suf-
ferings, people are annoyed and
gripped by despondency”.

Referring to anti-encroach-
ment drives in the Union
Territory, Abdullah said he was
surprised to see the pictures
when they took out a bulldozer
rally in Kashmir to frighten the
public. “When people protested
and the situation became tense,
the bulldozer drive was stopped
at the behest of Delhi,” he
claimed. He also talked about the
imposition of property tax and
said “they are saying only a
handful of income will be gen-
erated but if that is the case, then
what is the need for imposing the
tax to harass the public
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Commissioner Alex Ellis was out of Delhi,
sources said.

Ellis described the incident as “dis-
graceful” and “totally unacceptable”.

“An explanation was demanded for the
complete absence of the British security
that allowed these elements to enter the
High Commission premises. She was
reminded in this regard of the basic
obligations of the UK Government under
the Vienna Convention,” the Ministry of
External (MEA) statement said.

Foreign Office minister Lord Tariq
Ahmad tweeted soon after the attack to say
he was “appalled” and that the British gov-
ernment would always take security at the
mission seriously.

Responding to the incident, London’s
Mayor Sadiq Khan said he condemned
“the violent disorder and vandalism that
took place”. “There is no place in our city
for this kind of behaviour,” he tweeted.

Diaspora groups also expressed their
outrage at the incident, with several gur-
dwaras among those condemning the vio-
lence.

In a joint statement issued from across
the UK, British Sikh community leaders
said: “Everyone has the right for peaceful
protest, but the use of violence or threats
against Indian High Commission staff and
forcefully trying to remove Tiranga
(Tricolour), the national flag of India, is not
acceptable and we condemn these actions.
Such actions cannot achieve anything apart
from damaging UK and India ties and our
community cohesion.”

Jaswinder Kumar, President of the Sri
Guru Ravidass Sabha Bedford, and
Gurmail Singh, vice-president of the
Ramgarhia Sikh Society Bedford, were
among those to issue similar condemna-
tions.
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There was no immediate comment

from San Francisco police on the incident.
The incident drew sharp condemna-

tion from Indian-Americans who demand-
ed immediate action against those respon-
sible for it.

“We are also appalled by the complete
law and order failure in both in London
as well as in SFO where a few radicalised
separatists attacked India’s diplomatic
missions,” Foundation for India and Indian
Diaspora Studies (FIIDS) said.

Community leader Ajay Bhutoria
strongly condemned the attack by pro-
Khalistan protesters on the Consulate of
India building in San Francisco. “This act
of violence is not only a threat to the diplo-
matic relations between the United States
and India but also an attack on the peace
and harmony of our community,” he said.

In a statement, Bhutoria urged local
authorities to take immediate action
against those responsible for this attack and
bring them to justice. “I also call on all
members of our community to unite and
promote peace and harmony,” he said.

The FIIDS said it is extremely con-
cerning to see that the UK and the US have
failed to fulfil the commitments as per
Vienna Convention to protect diplomat-
ic missions.

“We would urge law and order insti-
tutions like Department of Homeland
Security (DHS), the FBI as well as the CIA
to ensure that terrorism finds no place and
support in the United States of America,”
the FIIDS said.

It said Pakistan’s spy agency ISI is
behind instigating and funding Sikh rad-
icalisation with false propaganda. “We ask
Indian Americans including Sikh-major-
ity to rise against the extremism,” FIIDS
said.

Expressing his “heartfelt solidarity”
with the Government of India, Bhutoria
said he stands with them during this dif-
ficult time. “Such heinous acts of violence
have no place in our society, and we must
all come together to condemn and resist
them,” he said.

“Let us work together towards a world
where all communities can live in peace
and mutual respect. We must not let such
incidents divide us or sow the seeds of
hatred and violence. Our strength lies in

our unity, and together we can overcome
any chal
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Reports said the local police was not
able to control the mob which started gath-
ering a couple of hours before the event
was scheduled to begin.  The police
reportedly advised the High
Commissioner against attending the func-
tion. Maninder Gill, president of the
Foundation, said, “This is a shame if even
the High Commissioner cannot be pro-
tected in this country.”

There were online threats to disrupt
meetings and events being attended by
Indian diplomats in the country, includ-
ing that of the High Commissioner. The
call to the protestors asked them to “Mask
up” and to leave their IDs and cell phones
at home. India’s High Commission in
Ottawa had already sought upgraded
security for its missions in the country for
the foreseeable future.

The High Commission faced a protest
by members of the Shiromani Akali Dal -
Amritsar in Ottawa on Sunday afternoon,
though that passed without incident
unlike events in London, which saw the
High Commission in the British capital
vandalized.

Reports said Indian officials there have
called for more security from the nodal law
enforcement agency, the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police or RCMP, on a continu-
ing basis as more protests are expected.
Request for security also pertains to the
High Commission in the Canadian capi-
tal as well as the Consulates in Toronto and
Vancouver.
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logistics, they said.

Meanwhile, the Punjab Government
extended the suspension of mobile inter-
net services, this time up to Tuesday noon.

The Khalistan sympathiser’s uncle Harjit
Singh and driver Harpreet Singh gave
themselves up before police past Sunday
midnight.

Harjit , who officials say helped his
nephew gain control over the accounts of
“Waris Punjab De”, is among the five
slapped with the NSA, which allows the
preventive detention of anyone who could
threaten national security or public order.

Harjit will be shifted to the central jail
in Assam’s Dibrugarh, where the other four
were brought on Sunday. They are Daljit
Singh Kalsi, Bhagwant Singh, Gurmeet
Singh and ‘Pradhanmantri’ Bajeka.

Punjab Inspector General of Police
(Headquarters) Sukhchain Singh Gill told
reporters here that specialised units are
involved in the efforts to nab the preach-
er - who gave police the slip during a car
chase in Jalandhar district on Saturday.

Gill indicated that the preacher, who
heads Waris Punjab De, could also be
detained under the NSA.
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Modi said the two sides reviewed
progress in bilateral relations especially in
areas of defence, digital technology, trade
and investment and health among others.  

Kishida on Monday announced a
new plan to promote an open and free
Indo-Pacific, promising billions of dollars
in investment to help economies across the
region in everything from industry to dis-
aster prevention. The plan he announced
is seen as Tokyo’s bid to forge stronger ties
with countries in South and Southeast Asia
to counter China’s growing assertiveness
there. Kishida said Tokyo’s economic
cooperation with New Delhi continues to
grow rapidly and it will not only support
further development of India but create
significant economic opportunities for
Japan. The Japanese Prime Minister said
he formally invited Modi for the G7 sum-
mit in May and that his Indian counter-
part accepted the invite.

During his visit to India in March last
year, Kishida announced an investment
target of five trillion Yen (Rs 3,20,000 crore)

in India over the next five years.
India-Japan relations were elevated to

‘Global Partnership’ in 2000, ‘Strategic and
Global Partnership’ in 2006, and ‘Special
Strategic and Global Partnership’ in 2014.
Regular annual summits have been held
between the leaders of the two countries
since 2006. Japan is a very close partner
of India with which it has an annual sum-
mit and ‘2+2’ foreign and defence minis-
terial dialogues.

Last year, Modi and Kishida met
three times. Kishida visited India for the
14th annual summit in March and Modi
visited Tokyo in May for the Quad Summit
and in September for the State funeral of
former Prime Minister Shinzo Abe.

Defence and security cooperation has
emerged as one of the most important pil-
lars of the special strategic and global part-
nership and an important factor in ensur-
ing peace and stability in the Indo-Pacific
region.

The bilateral trade between the two
sides stood at $20.75 billion last year, which
was the largest ever. India and Japan have
had a Comprehensive Economic
Partnership Agreement (CEPA) since
2011. The agreement covers not only trade
in goods but also services, movement of
natural persons, investments, intellectual
property rights, custom procedures and
other trade related issues.

Meanwhile, Modi gifted a sandalwood
Buddha statue encased in a ‘kadamwood
jali box’ to Kishida.  The artwork is asso-
ciated with the rich heritage of Karnataka.
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under the OROP scheme. 

The Bench, also comprising Justices PS
Narasimha and JB Pardiwala, directed that
the six lakh family pensioners and gallantry
award winners “shall be paid their OROP
dues by April 30, 2023”. It said around four-
five lakh retired servicemen aged 70 years
and above shall be paid their OROP dues
in one or more instalments by June 30. 

The OROP dues for 10-11 lakh
remaining pensioners shall be paid in three

equal instalments by February 28 next year,
the Bench said, making it clear that the
payment of the dues “will not affect fur-
ther equalisation of pension of ex-ser-
vicemen to be done in 2024”. 

“The Union Government is duty-
bound to comply with the judgment of this
court in the terms of the OROP scheme,”
said the Bench fixing specific timelines for
the disbursement of OROP arrears. 

The Bench was hearing the Indian Ex-
Servicemen Movement’s (IESM) plea over
payment of OROP dues. The top court, on
March 13, came down heavily on the
Government for “unilaterally” deciding to
pay OROP dues in four installments. The
Defence Ministry has recently filed an affi-
davit and a compliance note in the top
court, giving the time schedule for pay-
ment of the arrears of Rs 28,000 crore to
ex-servicemen for years 2019-22.
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All this towards a Atmanirbhar Bharat
or a self-reliant India that does have to
depend on imports for meeting its ener-
gy needs. Energy independence, the report
said, involves investment in renewables,
electric vehicles, and green hydrogen --
generating electricity from solar and wind
energy -- and will help move away from
coal-based generation while use of elec-
tricity-charged batteries till cutting depen-
dence on liquid fuel like petrol and diesel.
Zero-carbon hydrogen will decarbonise
Indian industry, cutting emissions and low-
ering dependence on imported fuel.

“This would involve installing more
than 500 GW of non-fossil electricity gen-
eration capacity by 2030, an 80 per cent
clean grid by 2040 and 90 per cent by
2047,” it said. “Nearly 100 per cent of new
vehicle sales could be electric by 2035.
Heavy industrial production shifts pri-
marily to green hydrogen and electrifica-
tion: 90 per cent of iron and steel, 90 per
cent of cement, and 100 per cent of fertil-
izers by 2047.”
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Chinese President Xi Jinping
and his Russian counterpart

and ally Vladimir Putin held
crucial talks in Moscow on
Monday amid concerted efforts
by China to push for a peace deal
to end the Ukraine war, weeks
after Beijing successfully bro-
kered a pact between Iran and
Saudi Arabia to end their bitter
rivalry.

Xi and Putin, who met over
40 times in the last 10 years to
forge close ties to oppose the US-
dominated world order, held
talks hours after the Chinese
leader arrived in Moscow for a
three-day state visit to a “grand
welcome”, official media on both
sides reported. Kremlin aide
Yury Ushakov told the media
that Presidents Xi and Putin will
hold face-to-face talks followed
by their delegations later. They
will continue their talks on
Tuesday too, according to
Russian official media.

Ushakov said the visit would
be strictly a business visit, “there
will be no additional protocol
stuff, the main thing is negoti-
ations, negotiations and negoti-
ations.” In his arrival statement,
Xi said, “Our two countries
have consolidated and grown the
bilateral relationship on the
basis of no-alliance, no-con-

frontation and not targeting
any third party, and set a fine
example for developing a new
model of major-country rela-
tions”. He said China will con-
tinue to work with Russia to
safeguard the international sys-
tem with the UN at its core, the
international order underpinned
by international law, and the
basic norms of international
relations based on the purpos-
es and principles of the UN
Charter.

President Putin said that
Moscow has studied Beijing’s
proposals for resolving the con-
flict in Ukraine and that he will
discuss it at a meeting with
President Xi, state-run Tass
news agency reported.

“We have thoroughly stud-
ied your proposals for resolving
the acute crisis in Ukraine,”
Putin said, addressing the
Chinese leader at a meeting on
Monday. “Of course, we will
have an opportunity to discuss
this,” he stressed.

“We know that you proceed
from the principles of justice and
observance of the fundamental
provisions of international law
and indivisible security for all
countries,” Putin said, noting
that China was taking a “fair and
balanced position on most press-
ing international problems.”

Putin stressed Russia’s open-
ness to negotiations. “Of course,
we will discuss all these issues,
including your initiatives, which

we treat with respect, of course,”
he said.

Significantly, as Xi arrived in
Moscow becoming the first
world leader to meet Putin after
the International Criminal
Court (ICC) issued an arrest
warrant against the Russian
leader accusing him of com-
mitting war crimes in Ukraine,
Beijing strongly criticised the
Court accusing it of double
standards. The ICC should
uphold an objective stance,
respect the immunity of heads
of state from jurisdiction under
international law, exercise its
functions and powers prudent-
ly in accordance with the law,
and avoid politicisation and
double standards, Chinese

Foreign Ministry spokesman
Wang Wenbin told the media in
Beijing.

While there is no imminent
danger of Putin being arrested
by the ICC, its warrant was seen
as a serious image crisis for him
as 123 countries are members of
the Court.

Ahead of his crucial talks
with Putin which were expect-
ed to focus on beefing up
Beijing-Moscow close and
strategic ties, Xi on Monday
spoke of his peace plan to end
the raging Ukraine war. Xi said
his plan takes into account the
“legitimate” concerns of all par-
ties and reflects the broadest
common understanding of the
international community.

Washington (AP) Former
President Donald Trump’s calls
for protests ahead of his antic-
ipated indictment in New York
have generated mostly muted
reactions from supporters, with
even some of his most ardent
loyalists dismissing the idea as
a waste of time or a law
enforcement trap.  

The ambivalence raises
questions about whether
Trump, though a leading
Republican contender in the
2024 presidential race who
retains a devoted following, still
has the power to mobilize far-
right supporters the way he did
more than two years ago before
the Jan. 6, 2021, insurrection at
the U.S. Capitol. It also suggests
that the hundreds of arrests that
followed the Capitol riot, not to
mention the convictions and
long prison sentences, may

have dampened the desire for
repeat mass unrest.Still, law
enforcement in New York is
continuing to closely monitor
online chatter warning of
protests and violence if Trump
is arrested, with threats varying
in specificity and credibility,
four officials told The
Associated Press. 

Mainly posted online and
in chat groups, the messages
have included calls for armed
protesters to block law enforce-
ment officers and attempt to
stop any potential arrest, the
officials said.

The New York Young
Republicans Club has
announced plans for a protest
at an undisclosed location in
Manhattan on Monday, and
incendiary but isolated posts
surfaced on fringe social media
platforms from supporters.
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Nepal’s Prime Minister Pushpa
Kamal Dahal ‘Prachanda’ on

Monday secured a vote of confidence
in parliament, winning the second
floor test within three months, an out-
come he said would provide stability to
his government. 

Prime Minister Prachanda secured
172 votes in the 275-member House of
Representatives. Other 89 lawmakers
voted against him whereas one
abstained. A total of 262 members of the
lower house were present in the house. 

The 68-year-old Maoist leader
needed at least 138 votes out of 275 law-
makers. Eleven political parties includ-
ing Nepali Congress, CPN-Maoist
Centre, Rastriya Swatantra Party, CPN-
Unified Socialist, Janata Samajwadi
Party Nepal, Lokatantrik Samajwadi
Party, Nagarik Unmukti Party, Janamat
Party among others voted in favour of
Prachanda. 

CPN-UML and Rastriya Prajatantra

Party voted against him. Nepal Workers
and Peasants Party abstained. Speaking
to the media after receiving the vote of
confidence from the House, Prachanda
said he would start discussions with the
parties in the alliance. “The government
will get full shape within two to four
days,” he said, adding that “Now the
government will run smoothly.” 

Prachanda’s victory paved the way
for the expansion of the cabinet by
inducting ministers from the ruling
alliance including the largest party in the
Parliament - the Nepali Congress,
which has already announced plans to
join the government. 

The expansion of the cabinet is like-
ly within the next two-three days to give
a full shape to the government, accord-
ing to party sources. Prachanda on
Sunday exuded confidence that he will
comfortably win a vote of confidence in
the House of Representatives. 

“Last time, I received support from
99 per cent members of the House of
Representatives, and I hope, this time

I will get one hundred per cent votes,”
he said. Prachanda sought a vote of con-
fidence as two parties in the seven-party
alliance - Rastriya Prajatantra Party and
CPN-UML - withdrew support to his
government following his decision to
support Nepali Congress candidate
Ramchandra Paudel in the presidential

election. Prachanda, who was sworn in
as the country’s Prime Minister in
December, comfortably passed the first
floor test on January 10 with 268 votes
after all parties except the Nepal
Workers and Peasants Party and the
Rastriya Janamorcha voted in favour of
the government.
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Thailand’s Parliament was
dissolved Monday by a gov-

ernment decree, setting the
stage for a May general election
that poses an opportunity to
lessen the military’s influence
in politics.

The dissolution, just a few
days before the end of the
four-year term of the House of
Representatives, was initiated
by Prime Minister Prayuth
Chan-ocha, who is seeking a
fresh mandate in the vote pro-
visionally set for May 7. The
election will pit the popular
opposition Pheu Thai party,
backed by billionaire populist
Thaksin Shinawatra, against
parties representing the con-
servative establishment, close-
ly linked to the military.

Thaksin-led and -backed
parties have won the most
seats in every election since
2001, but have been blocked
from staying in power by mil-
itary coups, unfavourable rul-
ings by the conservative judi-
ciary and election laws drafted
to favour army-backed parties.
The leading Pheu Thai candi-
date is Thaksin’s daughter, 36-
year-old Paetongtarn

Shinawatra, who is heavily
favoured in opinion polls.

If elected, she would be the
third member of the
Shinawatra family to be prime
minister in the past two
decades. Her father held office
in 2001-2006, and Thaksin’s sis-
ter Yingluck Shinawatra in
2011-2014. Both of them were
toppled by coups.

Dissolving Parliament
before the end of its term
allows lawmaker candidates to
switch party affiliations just 30
days before the election, instead
of the 90 days required if
Parliament’s term had merely
expired.   This allows candi-
dates to shop around for par-
ties offering them the best
support, while parties can beef
up their roll of potential win-
ners by recruiting candidates
with a proven record of win-
ning votes in their local con-
stituency.  More than 52 mil-
lion of the country’s population
of over 66 million are eligible
to vote across 400 constituen-
cies. Four hundred seats will be
determined by first-past-the-
post races in each constituen-
cy. A separate party preference
ballot will seat the other 100
members of the House of

Representatives from national
party lists. Prayuth, who turns
69 on Tuesday, was the sole
prime ministerial candidate of
Thai politics’ conservative wing
in the 2019 election. He first
assumed the top job after stag-
ing a military coup as army
commander, ousting Yingluck’s
elected government in 2014.

He did not run in the 2019
election but was selected prime
minister by Parliament after the
army-backed Palang
Pracharath party formed a
coalition government.

This year, however, he faces
a challenge from his longtime
comrade-in-arms and deputy
prime minister, 77-year-old
Prawit Wongsuwan, who has
been named the new Palang
Pracharath candidate for prime
minister. Prayuth joined the
recently formed United Thai
Nation party in January to
become its candidate, even
though a court ruled last year
that he can serve only two
more years in office under the
constitution.  The party is less
experienced, raising the ques-
tion of whether it can win the
minimum 25 seats in the lower
house to put forward Prayuth as
a prime minister candidate.

Paris (AP): France’s govern-
ment is facing a critical, maybe
fatal, moment Monday with
no-confidence motions filed by
lawmakers who are furious that
President Emmanuel Macron
ordered the use of special con-
stitutional powers to force
through an unpopular bill rais-
ing the retirement age from 62
to 64 without giving them a
vote.

National Assembly law-
makers are set to vote in the
afternoon on two no-confi-
dence motions, one from the
far-right National Rally and
the other, more threatening one
from a small group that has
gathered support across the
left.  The Senate, dominated by
conservatives who back the
retirement plan, passed the leg-
islation last week. The no-con-
fidence motions each need the
backing of 287 lawmakers in the
National Assembly, the lower
chamber, to pass. Although the
motions appear unlikely to suc-
ceed, the climate of protest that
Macron’s pension reforms has
sparked in parliament and on
the streets means the outcome
of voting in the National

Assembly is not guaranteed. 
No such motion has suc-

ceeded since 1962. Macron’s
centrist alliance still has the
most seats in the National
Assembly.  A minority of law-
makers from the Republicans
party could stray from the party
line, but it remains to be seen
whether they’re willing to bring
down Macron’s government.
The tensions in the political
arena are echoed on the streets,
marked by intermittent protests
and strikes in various sectors,
from transport to energy and
sanitation workers.  Garbage in
Paris is piling ever higher and
reeking of rotting food on the
15th day of a strike by collectors.
The three main incinerators
serving the French capital have
been mostly blocked, just like a
garbage sorting centre north-
west of Paris. “The goal is to
support the workers on strike in
Paris ... to put pressure on this
government that wants to pass
this unjust, brutal and useless
and ineffective law,” said Kamel
Brahmi, of the leftist CGT
union, speaking to workers
with a bullhorn at the
Romainville sorting plant.
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Washington (AP): The US is
poised to announce that it will
send Ukraine $350 million in
weapons and equipment, U.S.
officials said Monday, as fierce
battles with Russian forces
continue for control of the city
of Bakhmut, and troops pre-
pare for an expected spring
offensive.

The latest package of aid
includes a large amount of var-
ious types of ammunition,
such as rockets for the High
Mobility Artillery Rocket
Systems, and an undisclosed
number of fuel tanker trucks
and riverine boats, according

to the officials.  Officials said
it will be announced later
Monday. It comes as Chinese
leader Xi Jinping arrived in
Moscow on Monday, giving a
political lift to Russian
President Vladimir Putin
against the West just days after
an international arrest warrant
was issued for the Kremlin
leader on war crimes charges
related to Ukraine. Officials
said the American aid will be
taken from Pentagon stocks
through the presidential draw-
down authority, so it will be
able to be delivered quickly to
the warfront. 
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London (AP): Ukraine’s justice
officials and the prosecutor of
the International Criminal
Court appealed Monday to
countries around the world to
boost funding and support for
the global court’s investiga-
tions into alleged war crimes in
Ukraine to ensure Russia is
held accountable.

Justice ministers from over
40 countries travelled to
London for the war crimes
conference, jointly hosted by
Britain and the Netherlands,
aimed at rallying extra support
for the International Criminal
Court’s probes into atrocities
allegedly committed by Russian
forces in Ukraine.

The conference came days
after the global court issued an
arrest warrant for Russian
President Vladimir Putin,
accusing him of personal
responsibility in the abduc-
tion of children from Ukraine. 

Friday’s move was the first
time the court has issued a war-
rant against a leader of one of
the five permanent members of
the UN Security Council. “We
share the belief that President
Putin and the wider leadership
must be held to account,”
Britain’s Justice Secretary
Dominic Raab said as he
opened the meeting. “Let’s
make sure that we back up our
words with deeds, that we back
up our moral support with
practical means to effectively
investigate these awful crimes.”
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Kathmandu (PTI): Ramsahaya Prasad
Yadav, a senior Madhesi leader, was on
Monday sworn in as Nepal’s third Vice
President, days after he comfortably
defeated a candidate fielded by the
CPN-UML. At a special ceremony at
Sheetal Niwas, the President’s Office,
President of Nepal Ram Chandra
Poudel administered the oath of office
and secrecy to 52-year-old Yadav.

Yadav, a candidate from the
Janata Samajbadi Party (JSP), defeat-
ed his nearest rival, Ashta Laxmi
Shakya of the Communist Party of

Nepal (Unified Marxist-Leninist)
[CPN-UML] led by former prime
minister KP Sharma Oli, by a com-
fortable margin in the election for the
post held on March 17.  He becomes
the Himalayan nation’s third Vice
President and the first from the
Madhes region, bordering India. Prime
Minister Pushpa Kamal Dahal
‘Prachanda’, Speaker of the House of
Representatives Devraj Ghimire, former
prime ministers, ministers, and
Members of Parliament were among the
dignitaries present at the occasion.
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Security forces repelled an
attack by Islamic extremists

on a coalition center in north-
eastern Nigeria and several
election officials elsewhere were
kidnapped as results trickled in
Sunday from the gubernatori-
al vote.

Meanwhile, the incumbent
governor in the battleground
state of Lagos appeared to have
secured reelection, though
results from more than two-
thirds of the states were still

being counted. Festus Okoye, a
spokesman for Nigeria’s
Independent National Electoral
Commission, said Sunday it
had received reports of violence
and was reviewing them.
Nigeria’s election laws grant
the electoral body the power to
void the outcome of an election
in certain circumstances.

“Some of our staff were
abducted, some were harassed,
some were intimidated, some
were hospitalized and in one
case killed,” Okoye said.

Twenty-eight of Nigeria’s 36

states held elections for new
governors on Saturday while
state lawmakers were also elect-
ed for nearly 1,000 constituen-
cies. Nigeria’s constitution
grants governors both enor-
mous powers and immunity
from any form of prosecution
while in office, making them
very influential both in their
states and at the federal level.

Saturday’s elections were
held as the political opposition
continues to reject the recent
victory of President-elect Bola
Tinubu, who belongs to the rul-

ing All Progressives Congress
party. In the northeastern
Borno state, Islamic State-
backed extremist rebels
attempted to disrupt the colla-
tion of results on Sunday but
were repelled by security forces
who killed many of them, local
officials and residents said.

Babangida Ajiri, head of a
local security outfit collaborat-
ing with the military, said at
least 40 of the rebels were
killed with their arms recov-
ered. “They wanted to sur-
round the village, but the troops

engaged professionally and
thwarted their mission,” said
Ajiri. “It was during the early
morning search that we dis-
covered most of the bodies of
the killed terrorists.”

The ruling All Progressives
Congress’ Babajide Sanwo-Olu
had won 19 of the 20 council
areas in Lagos state, defeating
Gbadebo Rhodes-Vivour of the
Labour Party. He immediately
rejected the outcome, alleging
that their supporters were
intimidated and that the result
was manipulated.
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New York (AP): New York
Community Bank has agreed
to buy a significant chunk of
the failed Signature Bank in a
USD 2.7 billion deal, the
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corp. said. The 40 branches of
Signature Bank will become
Flagstar Bank. Flagstar is one of
New York Community Bank’s
subsidiaries. The deal will
include the purchase of USD
38.4 billion in Signature Bank’s
assets, a little more than a
third of Signature’s total when
the bank failed a week ago.

The FDIC said USD 60 bil-
lion in Signature Bank’s loans
will remain in receivership and
are expected to be sold off 
in time.

Signature Bank was the
second bank to fail in this
banking crisis, roughly 48
hours after the collapse of
Silicon Valley Bank.
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Pakistan’s anti-corruption
watchdog on Monday sum-

moned Imran Khan’s third wife
Bushra Bibi in a corruption
case, a day after police regis-
tered a terrorism case against
the ousted premier and over a
dozen leaders of his party for
indulging in vandalism and
creating unrest outside the
judicial complex here.

Clashes erupted outside
the Islamabad Judicial
Complex on Saturday when
Khan, the chief of the Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) party
arrived in Islamabad from
Lahore to attend a much-await-
ed hearing in the Toshakhana
case. However, due to the vio-
lence outside the judicial com-
plex, the judge allowed Khan to
return home after signing a reg-
ister.

The National
Accountability Bureau (NAB)
team arrived at Khan’s Zaman
Park residence in Lahore and
issued notice to Bushra, accord-
ing to The Express Tribune
newspaper. 

She was summoned on
Tuesday, the report said.

Earlier, the NAB sum-

moned Khan and his wife to
their Rawalpindi office on
March 9 to question them on
the Toshakhana case. 

The hearing in the
Toshakhana case was
adjourned till March 30 as the
judge observed that the situa-
tion was not conducive for
holding the hearing.

Khan, 70, the former
prime minister, has been in the
crosshairs for buying gifts,
including an expensive Graff
wristwatch he had received as
the premier at a discounted
price from the state deposito-
ry called Toshakhana, and sell-

ing them for profit.
He was disqualified by the

Election Commission of
Pakistan in October last year
for not sharing details of the
sales. The election body later
filed a complaint with the dis-
trict court to punish him,
under criminal laws, for selling
the gifts he had received as
prime minister of the coun-
try.Khan has vehemently
denied those charges.

Lahore Police on Sunday
booked Khan and over 1,000
PTI workers under terrorism
charges. Khan, the cricketer-
turned-politician was ousted
from power in April last year
after losing a no-confidence
vote, which he alleged was
part of a US-led conspiracy tar-
geting him because of his inde-
pendent foreign policy deci-
sions on Russia, China, and
Afghanistan.

Since his ouster, he has
been demanding early elections
to remove what he termed an
“imported government” led by
prime minister Shehbaz Sharif.

Sharif has maintained that
elections will be held later this
year once the parliament com-
pletes its five-year tenure. 

Islamabad  (PTI): The IMF
on Monday rubbished claims
that it has attached nuclear-
programme-related strings for
the revival of Pakistan’s much-
anticipated bailout programme
that has been stalled for
months, a media report said.
Cash-strapped Pakistan is
awaiting a much-needed USD
1.1 billion tranche of funding
from the Washington-based

International Monetary Fund
(IMF), which was originally
due to be disbursed in
November last year. The funds
are part of a USD 6.5 billion
bailout package the IMF
approved in 2019, which ana-
lysts say is critical if Pakistan
is to avoid defaulting on exter-
nal debt obligations.

Pakistan, currently in the
throes of a major economic cri-

sis, is grappling with high
external debt, a weak local cur-
rency and dwindling foreign
exchange reserves enough to
shore up for barely one month’s
imports.

Esther Perez Ruiz, IMF’s
resident representative in
Islamabad, has denied attach-
ing any strings to the External
Fund Facility (EFF), according
to Geo TV. 
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Barcelona snatched a 2-1 Clasico
win over Real Madrid with
Franck Kessie's late goal Sunday

to move 12 points clear at the top of La
Liga. The victory dents Madrid's ambi-
tions of retaining the title and leaves the
Catalans close to lifting the trophy for
the first time since 2019.

Carlo Ancelotti's Real took the lead
through a Ronald Araujo own goal but
Barcelona pulled level when Sergi
Roberto tucked home just before half-
time. Both sides had chances to win the
game and Marco Asensio struck for
Madrid, but the goal was ruled offside
by VAR, before Alejandro Balde set up
Kessie in the 92nd minute.

"We came from a Marco Asensio
goal that we didn't know was offside
and from losing, we scored Franck's
goal, and the truth is it tastes a bit bet-
ter, winning like that in the last minute,"
Sergi Roberto told Movistar.

"There are a lot of games left and
you can never give Madrid up for dead.
12 points is a tricky distance to have to
go, but it's up to us, and that is good."

The build-up to the match was
overshadowed by Barcelona's corrup-
tion charge in the "Caso Negreira" ref-
ereeing scandal.

Madrid joined Spanish prosecutors'
complaint against Barcelona last week
and their president Florentino Perez
snubbed the game for the first time in
over 20 years, amid rising tensions
between the two Spanish giants.

That fed the match's intensity,
both on and off the pitch, in Xavi's sixth
Clasico as Barcelona coach but only his
first at Camp Nou.

Xavi asked fans to make the stadi-
um a pressure cooker and they
responded, selling it out, whistling
Madrid in possession and conjuring
one of the best atmospheres of the sea-
son.

Madrid did not manage a single
shot on target in their Copa del Rey
semi-final first leg defeat by Barcelona
earlier in March, but Karim Benzema

stung Marc-Andre ter Stegen's palms
inside the first minute.

Robert Lewandowski responded at
the other end by testing Thibaut
Courtois as the veteran marksmen
exchanged shots. When Barcelona
conceded the opening goal of the
game, it was friendly fire. Araujo
deflected Vinicius' cross in at the near
post, with Ter Stegen helpless.

Araujo, playing at right-back to
counteract the Brazilian, has enjoyed his
duels with Vinicius in the past but this
time the winger triumphed, albeit for-
tuitously. Barcelona supporters became
enraged by his emphatic celebration in

front of them. It was the first goal from
open play Barcelona have conceded at
Camp Nou in La Liga all season long,
and only the second strike at home and
ninth overall.
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Barcelona complained defender

Nacho, already booked, should have
been sent off for a hand-off on
Raphinha.

The hosts did not get their wish, but
were building up steam and found the
breakthrough just before half-time,
from an unlikely source.

Selected in place of injured mid-

fielder Pedri, Sergi Roberto was in the
right place at the right time to control
a loose ball in the box and arc it beyond
Courtois.

Barcelona had significantly more
possession than in their cup win over
Madrid and significantly more chances.

Lewandowski sent a deflected
piledriver narrowly wide as Madrid
wobbled, prompting Carlo Ancelotti to
roll the dice and bring on Rodrygo and
Ferland Mendy.

It almost paid instant dividends as
Madrid robbed Sergio Busquets and
Rodrygo lashed inches over the bar.

Madrid substitute Asensio fired

home what might have been the win-
ner but the goal was ruled out for off-
side after a nervy wait for VAR instruc-
tion.

Barcelona seemed content with the
draw but Kessie's last-gasp strike
sparked wild celebrations at Camp Nou.

Asked if Madrid's hopes of defend-
ing the title were over, Courtois told
Movistar: "Yes, we have to be honest, we
will keep fighting until the end but it's
(12 points) now, we have the better
head-to-head, but they have to lose four
games and we have to win them all.

"Nothing is impossible but it's
very difficult."

him. He had received a five-second
penalty for starting outside his grid posi-
tion. When he tried to serve it during a
pit stop, stewards ruled a jack had
touched the car too soon and they hit
Alonso with a 10-second penalty.

George Russell rose to third for
Mercedes.

But Aston Martin requested a
review and showed stewards videos of
similar incidents that went unpun-
ished. Stewards accepted that it was not
clear the offence had broken Formula
One rules and lifted the punishment.

Alonso was back to third followed
by the two Mercedes cars of Russell and
Lewis Hamilton.

Next were the Ferraris of Carlos
Sainz and Charles Leclerc, who started
12th. Esteban Ocon and his Alpine
team-mate Pierre Gasly occupied the
next two places.
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Red Bull's Sergio Perez flexed his street
circuit muscles with dramatic effect

on Sunday by storming to victory
ahead of team-mate Max Verstappen at
the Saudi Arabian Grand Prix.

While the top two were clear cut, the
next two places remained in confusion
long after the race had finished with
Fernando Alonso first stripped of third
place and then reinstated in the early
hours of Monday morning.

Perez, a 33-year-old Mexican, came
home 5.355 seconds clear of the defend-
ing double world champion as Red Bull
reeled off a masterful one-two tri-
umph, the Dutchman having stormed
through the field from 15th on the grid.

Verstappen also clocked the fastest
lap of the race on the final lap to retain
his lead of the embryonic drivers'

championship, snatching it back from
Perez as they duelled at high speed.

It was Perez's fifth career win hav-
ing previously triumphed in Monte
Carlo and Singapore to earn his repu-
tation as a 'street fighter'.

"It turned out to be tougher than
expected," he said. "The safety car tried
to take the victory from us again here,
but not this year! The team did a great
job. Now we must keep pushing."

Verstappen was eliminated from
qualifying after a drive-shaft failure.

"It wasn't easy to get through the
field," he said. "We settled for second so
it's a good recovery in the end."

Two-time world champion Alonso
finished a stirring third on track for
Aston Martin to claim a 100th podium
finish on his record-extending 357th
start.

That place was initially taken from
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Paris Saint-Germain's march
towards another Ligue 1 title

was slowed on Sunday as they
went down 2-0 at home to Ren-
nes, a result that allowed Mar-
seille to close the gap on the lea-
ders to seven points with 10
games remaining.

Kylian Mbappe had an
effort disallowed for offside
before Karl Toko-Ekambi put
Rennes in front with a magnif-
icent strike right on half-time.

Arnaud Kalimuendo made
it 2-0 three minutes after the
restart against his former club,
as PSG — faced with a defensive
injury crisis — slumped to a first
home league defeat of the cam-
paign.

It is the Parisians' fourth
Ligue 1 loss this season, all of
them in 2023, and the second
time they have been beaten by
Rennes. They also lost when the
teams last met in Brittany in
January. Marseille responded
by winning 2-1 away to Reims
later, with Alexis Sanchez scor-
ing twice.

"A defeat is always upsetting.
Obviously I can't be happy with
the way the match went but in
the context, with the number of

players we had out, we knew we
were going to have difficult
moments in defence," said PSG
coach Christophe Galtier.

PSG only have a ninth Ligue
1 title in 11 seasons left to play
for after being knocked out of
the Champions League in the
last 16 by Bayern Munich.

Galtier has insisted that the
prospect of what would be a
French record 11th top-flight
title is sufficient motivation for
his team, but their performance
indicated otherwise.

"The objective is to win the
league. Will this defeat mean the
board will consider my future?
Maybe. But everything needs to
be put into context," Galtier
added when asked about his
position. "There are no excuses
but there are reasons for it."

The result allowed Rennes
to reclaim fifth place from Lille
in the fight for European qual-
ification.

"To beat Paris twice in the
same season says something
about us. If we are capable of tak-
ing six points out of six against
such a team, it means we have
progress to make so we can do
that in 90 percent of our match-
es," said Rennes coach Bruno
Genesio.
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Argentina's World Cup win-
ner Exequiel Palacios

struck twice from the spot as
Bayer Leverkusen blew the
Bundesliga title race wide open
with a shock 2-1 win over
Bayern Munich on Sunday.

With a little help from
VAR, Leverkusen came from
behind to hand coach Xabi
Alonso a famous win on his
first reunion with former club
Bayern and keep the champi-
ons from regaining top spot.

"It's an unbelievable feel-
ing. I'm so proud of the way we
played today," said Alonso,
who played for Bayern from
2014 to 2017.

Bayern are a point behind
leaders Borussia Dortmund
and the two sides set to meet
in the next round of games on
April 1.

"That is now a must-win
game for us, because it will be
very difficult to win the title
otherwise," said Bayern coach
Julian Nagelsmann.

"It was a deserved defeat
today. Apart from the last 10
minutes, they were the better
team," he added.

Bayern sporting director

Hasan Salihamidzic was
scathing in his criticism of the
performance.

"We let ourselves be over-
run by a team who played in
midweek. That's not what it
means to be Bayern Munich,"
he said.

"VAR was a lifesaver today
and it was a perfect example of
how the system should work,"
said referee Tobias Stieler.

The win also kept Lever-
kusen afloat in the race for
Europe, with Alonso's side
now just three points adrift of
sixth.

Elsewhere, Union Berlin
gave their Champions League
hopes a boost as a rare goal
from Rani Khedira helped
them to a 2-0 win over Bunde-
sliga top-six rivals Eintracht
Frankfurt.

Khedira — the brother of
2014 World Cup winner Sami
— stabbed in the opener to
score only his seventh goal in
194 Bundesliga appearances
and lift Union back into third
place.

"It's also my first goal for
Union so I am very happy,"
Khedira told Dazn. "Today
was much more about mental-
ity than about tactics."
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Carlos Alcaraz returned to the
top of the ATP rankings on

Monday after his Indian Wells
triumph, while Rafael Nadal
dropped out of the top 10 for the
first time in 18 years.

Spanish teenager Alcaraz
cruised past Russian Daniil
Medvedev in Sunday's final to
retake top spot from Novak
Djokovic who was missing
Indian Wells due to being unvac-
cinated against Covid.

American Taylor Fritz
dropped five spots to world
number 10 after his title defence
ended in the quarter-finals.

Nadal, who has been out in-
jured since a second-round exit

at the Australian Open, fell to
13th place. The 22-time Grand
Slam champion had previously
been inside the top 10 since
April 2005.
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Lucknow (PNS): Lucknow
Super Giants finally arrived in
their home city and have start-
ed practicing at the Ekana
International Stadium gound.
This is a much-awaited
moment for the team and their
fans, who have been eagerly
waiting to see their favorite
players in action on their home
turf.

The team will continue to
practice till March 31, before
taking on Delhi Capitals in
their opening game on April 1.
With a mix of experienced
players and talented newcom-
ers, the Lucknow Super Giants
are all set to give their best per-
formance in the upcoming
season. 

The LSG team is hoping to
draw inspiration from the sup-
port and enthusiasm of a strong
fan base. LSG players are deter-
mined to make a mark in the
upcoming season and are ready
to give their best in every
game.

A majority of the players
joined the net session on
Monday, with the exception of
skipper KL Rahul, who will be
joining the team after Team
India’s last ODI against

Australia in Chennai. The team
will definitely benefit from
Rahul’s leadership and experi-
ence. He also showed form in
the first ODI at Wankhede in
Mumbai.

The net session on Monday
saw several key players in
attendance, including Krunal

Pandya, K Gowtham, Deepak
Hooda, Ravi Bishnoi, Daniel
Sam, Amit Mishra, Manan
Vohra and Ayush Badoni.
Coach Vijay Dahiya was also
present at the net session,
closely monitoring the players
and providing them with valu-
able feedback.

Lucknow (PNS): Indian Oil
defeated PSB 3-0 to win the
40th All-India KD Singh ‘Babu’
Men's Invitation Prizemoney
Hockey Tournament at Mohd
Shahid Stadium on Monday.

In the 20th minute,
Gurjinder Singh of Indian Oil
scored a penalty corner to give
his team a lead of 1-0. 

In the 47th minute, Deepak
Thakur scored a brilliant field
goal and took his team's lead to
2-0. Although, the PSB team
toiled hard to find the equalis-
er but failed to breach the
strong defence of Indian Oil. In
the 57th minute, VR
Raghunath converted a penal-
ty corner, making the score 3-
0 in favor of Indian Oil.

Meanwhile, CRPF edged past
Combined Hostel UP 1-0 to
finished third.

The winning team Indian
Oil was awarded Rs 2 lakh
while PSB  and CRPF teams
walked away with  cheques of
Rs 1 lakh and Rs 50,000,
respectively.

The best player of the com-
petition, Rajveer Singh of PSB,
got richer by Rs 20,000 while
the best goalkeeper Piyush
Sathakarni, best fullback
Gurjinder Singh, best half
Vishal Varma and best forward
Wasim Ullah Khan were
rewarded with Rs 10,000 each.

ACS (Sports) Navneet
Sehgal gave away the prizes.
Director (Ssports) RP Singh,

RSO Ajay Sethi, JS Bhatia,
Syed Ali were also present.
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India’s Yash Chaurasia

defeated second seed Canada's
Kelsey Stevenson 6-1, 7-6(6) in
straight sets in the second
qualifying round of the ITF
$25,000 World Tour at Ekana
Sports Stadium.   Lohitaksha
Badrinath made it to the final
round by defeating top seed
Jacob Bradshaw, who retired
after the second set. Asian
Games bronze medalist Vishnu
Vardhan beat Chirag Duhan 6-
4,6-3 while Faisal Qamar sailed
through easily with a 6-4,6-2
win over Tommy Czaplinski of
US.
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Spain's Carlos Alcaraz swept
past Daniil Medvedev 6-3, 6-

2 on Sunday to win the Indian
Wells ATP Masters 1000 and
secure his return to number one
in the world.

US Open champion Alcaraz
ended Medvedev's 19-match
winning streak, denying him a
fourth title in as many tourna-
ments to ensure he will supplant
Australian Open champion
Novak Djokovic atop the rank-
ings.

"It feels amazing to lift the

trophy here, to recover the No.
1," Alcaraz said. "I would say this
has been the perfect tourna-
ment."

Serbia's Djokovic, barred
from entering the United States
because he hasn't been vaccinat-
ed against Covid-19, sat out
Indian Wells and will miss the
Miami Open starting this week,
where Alcaraz is the defending
champion.

Alcaraz, 19, who became the
youngest world number one
ever after his triumph at Flush-
ing Meadows last year, claimed
his third Masters 1000 title and

joined compatriot Rafael Nadal
as the only players to win at least
three as a teenager. Nadal won
six before turning 20.

He was unstoppable on
Stadium Court, breaking thro-
ugh what he'd called the "wall"
of Medvedev's formidable
defenses.

Medvedev, coming off titles
in Rotterdam, Doha and Dubai,
could find no answer as Alcaraz
fired winners from all over the
court, defying the windy condi-
tions.

"Daniil obviously didn't play
at his best level, but I'm very

happy for my performance and
how I played this tournament."

He said the big change in
him since a semi-final defeat to
Nadal last year at Indian Wells
was his comfort level on the
game's biggest stages.

"I think my tennis didn't
improve so much since last
year. What I improve a lot is to
not take the pressure, just to play
relaxed. That, for me, is the most
important thing.

"That's why I show a great
level, because I feel like I have no
pressure. I enjoy."

Medvedev certainly wasn't

able to ratchet up the pressure on
him.

A stinging backhand winner
gave Alcaraz an early break in
the opening set as he raced to a
3-0 lead.

He gave himself a set point
with a sharply angled forehand
volley and sealed it with an unre-
turnable serve, then won the first
10 points of the second set on
the way to a 4-0 lead.

He didn't face a break point
as he polished it off in one hour
and 11 minutes, a diving volley
winner giving him match point
that he converted with another

service winner.
"I expected a tougher

match," he said. "Against him is
always a tactic match, and I did
perfect today. That's why it
looks easy — but it wasn't."

Alcaraz has returned to
number one despite a late start
to the year. Injury forced him to
miss the Australian Open, where
Djokovic claimed a record-
equalling 22nd Grand Slam
title.

Since launching his season
in February Alcaraz has won a
title in Buenos Aires and reached
the final in Rio de Janeiro.
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very happy with this performance, I
could have done better. She was com-
ing ahead so I was forced to move
back," Lovlina said after her bout.

"It is my first World Cham-
pionships in this weight category. It
will be difficult as the other boxers
are already competing in this weight
class. We will have to see how to play
with which opponent. I think I can
do better."

Sakshi, the 2021 Asian Cham-
pionship bronze medallist, utilised
her height and long reach to her
advantage. She would punch
Urakbayeva and step back quickly,
not letting her opponent counter-
attack.

The Indian danced around the
ring, playing with aggression and
released a number of punches to
emerge victorious.

"I played much better than I
expected. She is a good boxer so I
thought it would be a 19-20 fight but
the strategy worked for me and I was
able to dominate," Sakshi said after
the bout.
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Tokyo Olympic bronze medallist
Lovlina Borgohain made a win-

ning start to her campaign as she and
Sakshi Chaudhary moved to the
quarterfinals of the Women's World
Championships with dominant vic-
tories here on Monday.

Both Sakshi (54kg) and Lovlina
(75kg) notched identical 5-0 unani-
mous decision wins respectively.

While Lovlina out-punched
Mexico's Vanessa Ortiz, Sakshi got the
better of Zhazira Urakbayeva of
Kazakhstan to progress to the last
eight stage.

But the most electrifying Indian
performance of the day was displayed
by Preeti (54kg). The youngster
though eventually lost her bout to last
year's 52kg silver medallist Thailand's
Jitpong Jutamas by a 4-3 verdict, the
bout was so close that a review had
to be taken.

Preeti entered the tournament on
the back of a selection row, where her
place in the side was questioned as she

didn't win the National Champion-
ships.

However, the 19-year-old justified
her place in the Indian team with her
fearless performance.

The tenacious Preeti showed
aggression against a more experienced
opponent to take the first round 4-1.

She fought toe to toe with
Jutamas as both pugilists connected
punches but the the Thai was able to
edge the Indian and took the remain-
ing two rounds with the final result
being decided by a bout review.

"I learned a lot from this bout, the
competitor was also good. I need to
work harder. I was aggressive in the
first round and I should have contin-
ued that and I should have dominat-
ed the bout,” Preeti said.

Competing in her new 75kg cat-
egory, Lovlina, who received a first
round bye, won her opening
encounter to walk one step closer to
a medal.

"It was my first bout, the boxer
was shorter than me. I was not able
to follow by strategy to the T. I am not
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Star sprinter Hima Das won
the 200m race quite comfort-

ably in 23.79 seconds while long
jumper Ancy Sojan shared the
limelight with a best effort of
6.49m in the Indian Grand
Prix-1 athletics event here on
Monday.

Assam's Hima beat Aish-
warya Kailash Mishra (24.81) of
Maharashtra and VK Vismaya
(24.82) of Kerala to take the
women's 200m gold at the
Laxmibai National College of
Physical Education here.

Sojan, meanwhile, pro-
duced a series of leaps beyond
6.00m and won with a best
effort of 6.49m, just past the
6.45m mark laid down as the
Asian Games qualifying stan-
dard.

The meet though received
lukewarm response with very

few top athletes competing in it.
Many events had just three ath-
letes competing.

Women's high jump and
men's triple jump saw just two
competitors each, men's 400m
hurdles four, women's 400m
hurdles three — one disquali-
fied later —, women's shot put
three, 800m women three and
women's 5000m three partici-
pants.

Haryana's Krishan Kumar
stepped up the pace approach-
ing the halfway mark and
topped the men's 800m race,
clocking 1:47.26, his second
best time over the distance. The
Army man went past the Asian
Games qualifying standard of
1:49.05. 

The men's 5000m race saw
three Uttar Pradesh runners
come home inside the Asian
Games qualifying mark of
14:00.00.
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UP Warroirz's Grace Harris
(72 off 41 balls) once again

set the stage on fire with her
heavy-duty hitting, as the team
defeated Gujarat Giants for the
second consecutive time by
three wickets with just one
delivery to secure a place in the
playoffs of the inaugural season
here on Monday.

Following the win, Mumbai
Indians, Delhi Capitals and UP
Warriors have made the grade,
while Gujarat Giants and Royal
Challengers Bangalore have
been eliminated from the tour-
nament.

Grace smashed the Giants
attack to smithereens, hitting
seven fours and four maxi-
mums in the chase of the Giants'
178/6. When she departed at
172, caught by Kim Garth of
Harleen Deol, there were still
seven runs to be scored for vic-
tory.

There were a few nervous
moments when Simran Shaikh
departed and it became 177/7
for the Warriorz. Two runs off
the last two deliveries can always
be a tricky proposition, but
Sophie Ecclestone swept a Sneh
Rana delivery to the boundary
to signal the win with just one
ball to spare.

Grace was involved in two
productive partnerships, with
countrymate Tahlia McGrath
(57) and Sophie Ecclestone (19
not out).

While Graces' stand with
McGrath was worth 78 runs,
with Sophie it fetched 42 runs
and it ensured an easy passage
into the knockouts with just one
balls to spare.

The partnership between
Grace and Tahlia had laid a solid
foundation and the former con-

tinued even after her country-
mate had departed at 117/4.

Grace, who had scored an
unbeaten 59 the last time the
teams had met at the DY Patil
Stadium and ensured a thrilling
victory for the Warriorz with
just one ball to spare, played
with such ferocity, it made the
Giants bowlers look mere
pedestrians.

All this despite the UP
Warriorz being off to a rank bad
start on a pitch that offered good
bounce and carry. The team was
down in the dumps at 3/39
before Grace and Tahlia came
together to turn the tables on the
Giants.

Skipper Alyssa Healy (12)
went early after giving indica-
tion she meant business.

Young Giants medium-
pacer Monica Patel took the
prized scalp in just the second
over of the innings after being
dispatched for consecutive
boundaries by the Australian.

Monika was given a pep
talk by team-mates, and the
result was the big wicket two
deliveries later. The left-armer
kept a back-of-length delivery
on middle and leg stump that
bounced a bit extra and Healy
committed herself to a pull
shot slightly early, getting an
edge which flew to Harleen
Deol at deep deep square leg.

The third over saw the
Warriorz lose their second key
batter in Kiran Navgire with
Australian right-arm quick Kim
Garth dismissing the quick for
just four and reducing the War-
riorz to 2/19.

To add to their woes, left-
arm spinner Tanuja Kanwar
got Devika Vaidya caught
behind the stumps by Sushma
Verma in the fifth over. Devika
aimlessly raced down the track

to flick the ball only to get a
feather touch which flew to the
keeper.

Earlier, a brilliant 93-run
partnership between Dayalan
Hemalatha (57 off 33 balls)
and the second costliest player
Ashleigh Gardner (60 off 39
balls) helped Gujarat Giants
post 178/6 in their do-or-die
clash.

The authority and attacking
ways with which the duo played
indicated they were on a mis-
sion, given the do-or-die nature
of the contest as the tournament
enters its business end.

By the time the partnership
ended, with Hemalatha dis-
missed by Parshavi Chopra in
the 17th over with the team total
on 143, the stand had put the
team on course for a competi-
tive total.

South African opener Laura
Wolvaardt and Sophia Dunkley
went about their task of scoring
runs in powerplay with a lot of
urgency. Runs flowed freely
while the two batting stalwarts
were at the crease, with
Wolvaardt smacking a fine
boundary off just the third ball
of the opening over bowled by
left-arm pacer Anjali Sarvani.

The 23-year-old used the
width on offer to steer it past
backward point, making her
intentions clear. Just two overs
into the match and Gujarat
Giants were in overdrive, with
the team having scored 26 runs.

The powerful six by the
South African off a length deliv-
ery outside off stump from left-
arm India spinner Rajeshwari
Gayakwad in the second over
had class and power written all
over it.

Soon England batter Dunk-
ley took charge, giving a further
fillip to the scoring rate.
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Lanky fast bowler Blair
Tickner and spinner Michael

Bracewell slogged all day in a
Basin Reserve gale to bowl New
Zealand to an innings and 58
run win over Sri Lanka in the
second Test on Monday and a
sweep of the two-match series.

The win was completed
with only minutes remaining on
the fourth day and capped New
Zealand's extraordinary summer
of home Test matches, which
includes a one-run win over
England at the Basin Reserve
and a two-wicket win over Sri
Lanka from the last ball of the
first Test.

Once again New Zealand
couldn't win without drama as
it pursued Sri Lanka's last two
wickets in fading light and a
blustering wind on Monday.
Had it not bowled out Sri Lanka,
it would have had to have
returned to try to do so on the
final day, when rain was forecast

in Wellington.
Sri Lanka's last two pairs

defied the New Zealand bowlers
for almost two hours before the
home team secured the wickets
it needed for victory. New
Zealand had to bowl 142 overs
to dismiss Sri Lanka in the sec-
ond innings, after bowling 67 in
the first innings before enforc-
ing the follow on.

Dhanahaya de Silva made
98 and Dinesh Chandimal 62 to
help Sri Lanka bat throughout all
but a few minutes of the final
day. Kusal Rajitha then batted for
2-1/2 hours, Prabath Jayasuriya
and Lahiru Kumara for an hour
each as the Sri Lanka tail gallant-
ly tried to force the match into
the fifth day when weather
might intervene. Southee took 3-
21.

New Zealand claimed an
extra half hour as the light
faded and Rajitha's long vigil
ended when he fell to Tim
Southee for 20 as Sri Lanka was
all out for 358.

“Losing the toss and being
asked to bat and being able to
put a score on the board was
very pleasing to see, and set up
the performance the bowlers
produced over the last two
days,” New Zealand captain Tim
Southee said.

“There are few weary bod-
ies tonight so it's good to have
that extra day off. We thought if
we could put that one last push
in tonight it was one less warm-
up to do tomorrow.”

Double centuries by Kane
Williamson and Henry Nicholls
allowed New Zealand to post
580-4 in its only innings before
it bowled out Sri Lanka for 164
and enforced the follow with the
tourists 416 behind.

New Zealand came into the
fourth day in a commanding
position: Sri Lanka was 113-2
when play begain, still 303 runs
behind, and New Zealand found
itself in a race to complete the
win against the possibility of a
rained-out final day.
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After Delhi Capitals and Chennai
Super Kings, Mumbai Indians have

now joined the US cricket revolution
bandwagon as they acquired the New
York franchise in the upcoming Major
League Cricket (MLC), here on Monday.

"The team will participate in the
inaugural edition of Major League
Cricket (MLC) subject to completion of
customary due diligence; negotiation,
and execution of definitive binding
agreements, and receipt of required cor-
porate, regulatory and third-party approvals and
compliances," a press release stated.

Earlier, GMR group, co-owners of Delhi
Capitals, have invested alongside Microsoft CEO

Satya Nadella in Seattle Orcas, while
Chennai Super Kings are part of the
Texas team.

"I am thrilled to welcome our New
York franchise to the growing MI
Family! With our entry into the first
cricket league in the US, I hope we are
able to establish Mumbai Indians as a
global brand of fearless and entertain-
ing cricket! This is another new begin-
ning for MI and I look forward to the
exciting journey ahead," owner Nita
Ambani said.

The MI New York will be the fifth
franchise after Mumbai Indians (IPL), MI Cape
Town (SA20), MI Emirates (ILT20), and Mumbai
Indians (WPL), in three different continents, four
different countries, and five different leagues.
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Kumar Sangakkara will con-
tinue to serve in the dual

role of Rajasthan Royals' direc-
tor of cricket and head coach,
and will be assisted by Trevor
Penney, the IPL franchise said
on Monday. Fellow Sri Lankan
legend Lasith Malinga also
continues with the franchise as
fast bowling coach, along with
Zubin Bharucha as strategy,
development and performance
director, Giles Lindsay as head
of analytics and technology,
Siddhartha Lahiri as support
coach and Dishant Yagnik as
fielding coach.

The Sanju Samson-led
team has also retained the ser-
vices of John Gloster (head

physio), Dr. Rob Young (team
doctor), and AT Rajamani
Prabhu (strength and condi-
tioning coach). The IPL 2022
finalists have also on-boarded
Mon Brokman as their mental
performance coach and Neil
Barry as the assistant physio.

Brokman, who has previ-
ously worked with athletes
from various Olympic sports,
joins the Royals to assist with
mental conditioning and help
the players with their decision-
making during pressure situa-
tions. Meanwhile, Barry has
served Rajasthan Royals' part-
ner franchise Barbados Royals
in the Caribbean Premier
League, and will be assisting
John Gloster during the IPL
season.
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Enduring a wretched run of form,
defending champion PV Sindhu

will hope to get back to winning ways
when she competes at the Swiss Open
Super 300 tournament, beginning here
on Tuesday.

World number 9 HS Prannoy, who
had finished runners-up in the last edi-
tion, too will eye a better show after a
second round exit in the All England
Championships.

The fifth seeded Indian, however,
will have a tough task at hand as he
opens against 2018 world champi-
onships silver medallist China's Shi
Yuqi, who finished second best in
Birmingham last week.

While Prannoy has been the most
consistent singles player from the coun-
try, Sindhu and Lakshya Sen have
struggled this season, making early exits
in a series of events.

Sindhu, who parted ways with
Korean coach Park Tae-sang after fail-
ing to get results following a long injury

lay-off, made a first round exit last week
after losing to Zhang Yi Man of China.

A double Olympic medallist,
Sindhu will hope to regain her confi-
dence as she returns to the $210,000
event, opening her campaign against
local player Jenjira Stadelmann.

Sen, who had made early exits from
Malaysia and India Open, notched up
an intense win over Chou Tien Chen
last week but faltered against former
world number 2 and two-time world
championships medallist Anders
Antonsen of Denmark.

The eighth seed is pitted against
Hong Kong's Lee Cheuk Yiu and is like-
ly to run into fellow Indian Kidambi
Srikanth, who opens against the 23-
year-old Weng Hong Yang of China.

Following a second successive semi-
final finish at All England, the women's
doubles pair of Treesa Jolly and Gayatri
Gopichand will run into second seeds
Apriyani Rahayu and Siti Fadia Silva
Ramadhanti from Indonesia in the
opening round.

The top Indian men's doubles pair
of Satwiksairaj Rankireddy and Chirag
Shetty looked good before narrowly
going down China's world No. 10
Liang Wei Keng and Wang Chang.

The second seeded combination
will open against a pair, which will enter
the main draw from the qualifying
round.

Among others in doubles, the
men's pairing of MR Arjun and Dhruv
Kapila and Krishna Prasad Garaga and
Vishnuvardhan Goud, and the women's
combination of Ashwini Bhat K and
Shikha Gautam, are also in the fray.
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West Indian Deandra
Dottin has expressed dis-

appointment at her exclusion
from Women's Premier League
franchise Gujarat Giants,
terming it "bewildering".

The 31-year-old Caribbean
all-rounder was signed for Rs
60 lakh by the Adani-owned
side, but before the start of the
tournament, she was excluded
from the squad on medical
grounds.

The Giants had stated that
Dottin failed to get medical
clearance by the deadline,
which was the reason why
they replaced her with Austra-
lia's Kim Garth. But Dottin
refuted the claims made by the
franchise.

"I wish to issue a brief state-
ment in light of ongoing spec-
ulation surrounding my recent
exclusion from the inaugural
Women's Premier League that
is currently taking place in
India.

"I remain deeply disap-
pointed by what can only, plau-
sibly, be described as bewilder-
ing reasoning for my omission
from the tournament," Dottin
said in statement which she
posted on Twitter.

"I was bought at the WPL
auction by the Gujarat Giants,
a franchise owned and operat-
ed by the Adani Group. At the
commencement of the tourna-
ment, the franchise claimed
that I was excluded from the
team because I was apparent-
ly "recovering from a medical
situation".

"This was followed by a

subsequent, clarifying state-
ment that contended that I was,
in fact "unable to obtain med-
ical clearance" despite being
granted as recently as February
20th," she said.

The veteran of 143 ODIs
and 127 T20Is said that she was
shocked by the decision taken
by Giants' team management.

"I would like to make it
clear that I had experienced
minor abdominal pain and
swelling for which I had sought
treatment in December 2022.
This was followed by two fur-
ther referrals to specialists for
second opinions in December
and January 2023, respective-
ly.

"Following testing and
investigations by the specialists,
I was asked to rest until Feb-
ruary 13th and was cleared to
resume fitness and playing
activity from February 14th.

"Consequently, I recom-
menced my personal training
and fitness regime according to
the guided timelines and expe-
rienced some soreness on the
first day of resumed training
which was anticipated and rea-
sonable, given that I had been
asked to rest in the weeks pre-
ceding training." Dotting said
her words were misinterpreted
by the Giants.

"I was transparent about
this in correspondence with the
Gujarat Giants physiothera-
pist, however, this was miscon-
strued and later conveyed to
members of the franchise's
management team as me
"experiencing abdominal pain
post-session" which was not
what I had indicated.
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